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اهداء

 الى روحٍهما الطاهزتٍه أبً و أمً رحمهما هللا .
 الى سوجتً و أبىائً الذٌه شاركىوً العىاء .
 الى اخىاوً و أخىاتً األحباء .
 الى أساتذتً المىقزٌه الذٌه لم ٌبخلىا علً بالعطاء.
 الى مشزفً الفاضل الذي كان لً خٍز معٍه .
 الى كل أصدقائً األعشاء .
 الى كل مه ساعدوً فً اوجاس هذا العمل المتىاضع .
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Abstract
Child labor is one of the biggest problems that many societies suffer from; therefore , it is
important to study this phenomenon to spot the light on the main reasons of it.
In this thesis, two statistical classification models namely in Multinomial logistic regression
( MLR ) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA ) were used on 2004 child labor survey data to
compare the two statistical models on the basis of classification accuracy and Roc area under the
curve. The main goal is to choose the best statistical model to determine the influential variables
in the working status of children in Palestine.
The thesis consists of two parts, theoretical part and application part. The data of this study
consists of 12 independent variables and the dependent variable (Work Status of the Children)
which consist of three categories (Not Work, Paid Work, Unpaid Family Member ).
The aim of this study is to compare between the MLR and LDA methods on a data set of
children is work status.
MLR and LDA are tested with a various of statistical tests for determining the best model.
Correct classification rate for MLR is 96.2.4% while it is 73.2% for LDA. The Area under the
ROC curve for MLR is 89.7% while it is 82% for LDA.
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الملخص
تعتبر مشكمة عمالة األطفال من المشاكل الكبيرة التي تواجو المجتمعات لذا يتعين دراسة ىذه الظاىرة ومعرفة
ظروف عمل األطفال .وفي ىذا البحث تم تناول أسموبين احصائيين لمتصنيف وىما التحميل التمييزي
واالنحدار الموجستي المتعدد عمى بيانات مسح عمالة األطفال لسنة  2004والمقارنة بين األسموبين بناء عمى
دقة التصنيف والمساحة تحت المنحنى ,وذلك بيدف اختيار افضل نموذج احصائي لمتنبؤ بحالة األطفال
العممية وكذلك معرفة أىم العوامل المؤثرة في دراسة حالة األطفال العممية.
تتكون الدراسة م ن جانب نظري وآخر تطبيقي والذي استخدم فيو بيانات حقيقية من مسح حالة األطفال لسنة
 ,2004وتتكون البيانات من  12متغير مستقل والمتغير التابع (حالة عمل األطفال) الذي يتكون من ثالث
رتب وىي ( ال يعمل  ,يعمل بأجر  ,يعمل لدى العائمة بدون أجر ).
وقد ىدفت الدراسة لممقارنة بين أسموب االنحدار الموجستي المتعدد وأسموب التحميل التميزي الخطي من أجل
اختبار أفضل نموذج احصائي لبيانات حالة األطفال العممية.
وقد تم اختبارىما بمجموعة من االختبارات االحصائية لتحديد أفضل نموذج حيث بمغت نسبة التصنيف
الصحيحة ألسموب االنحدار الموجستي المتعدد  69.2%بينما بمغت ألسموب التحميل التميزي الخطي
 . %73.2عالوة عمى أن المساحة تحت منحنى  ROCألسموب االنحدار الموجستي المتعدد بمغت76.7 %
في حين بمغت المساحة  72 %لنموذج التحميل التميزي الخطي .
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Chapter One
Introduction
1.1 Back ground:
Children are the next generation, who are going to build and form the future life. The
world, therefor, draws special attention to their rights nowadays, The UN's General assembly
announced announced the Convention of the child Rights in 1989, and followed this with the
Charter of Child Rights

September, 30, 1990 to crystalize their sense and awareness of

children's needs. These two accords denounce children's employment considering it as violation
of children's dignity and humanity, and accordingly, the international charters. The phenomenon
of child labor is global, resulting from the abuse of children in need, and affecting a huge number
of children worldwide. The child labor and poverty goes in parallel, the more poverty expands,
the more child labor does, as children find themselves pushed to the labor market to deter the
ghost of hunger. Nevertheless, children should not be made to suffer or be involved in the labor
market due to their needs and poverty (PCBS, 2004).
There are millions of children who work to help their families in ways that do not involve harm
or exploitation. However, UNICEF estimates indicate that there are about 150 million children
aged between 5 and 14 years in developing countries, and about 16 per cent of all children in this
age are engaged in child labor. The International Labor Organization estimates that there are
about 215 million children under the age of 18 are working, many of them full-time. All over the
world and sub-Saharan Africa and one of every four working children aged between 5 years and
17 years, compared to one of every eight children in Asia and the Pacific and one to every 10
children in Latin America. (UNICEF, 2011)
And it is difficult to note the extent of the spread of this phenomenon in Palestine, and get
accurate statistics on the numbers of children who are engaged in business that the child
shouldn't do it, for a number of reasons as follows:


Instability of the phenomenon of child labor, which makes it difficult to restrict, due to the
transition of children from work to another easily.

•

The majority of children involved in irregular economic work, making access to them
difficult.

The following statistics show the size of this problem, but this is not real, as the workers of the
kids are growing due to the continued deterioration in the political conditions that increase the
1

economic situation worse and worse. According to Palestinian Ministry of Labor indicators in
early 2014, that there are about 100,000 children under the age of 18 years working in various
work sites, according to Palestinian Central Statistics, children in the 10-17 years age group in
Palestine constitutes in 2012 accounted for 19.7% of the total population.
The results of the Labor Force Survey, in 2012 showed that the proportion of children in the age
group 10-17 years, whether paid or unpaid, family members is driven by wage amounted to 4.1%
of the total number of children: 5.8% in the West Bank and 1.5% in Gaza Strip.
There is no doubt that there are many factors that can affect the child labor and the practical
situation they have in the Palestinian territories which will be studied in the research to identify
the most important influencing factors.

1.2 Problem of the Study:The phenomenon of child labor has left a negative effects which are reflected on the
society generally, and on children particularly, and this exploitation has many forms, the most
important of them is child labor and servitude them in the works they are not qualified
physically and mentally to do, knowing that many of the international conventions has put a
minimum age of employment which is the age of completion of compulsory education that is
not less than fifteen years, and due to the presence of this phenomenon in Palestinian society.
The problem of the study is focused on the next major question:
What is the optimal statistical technique to determine the factors influencing and identifying
work status of children?

1.3 Objectives of the Study
1. To compare multinomial logistic regression (MLR) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA).
2. To find the most suitable model for classifying the working status of children in Palestine.
3. To determine the influential variables in the working status of children in Palestine.
4. To demonstrate both of MLR and LDA in analyzing child labor data .

3

1.4 Methodology of the Study:
Research methodology will be divided into two parts:
Part I: It will cover the theoretical aspects of the methods used in the analysis, a multiple logistic
regression MLR) analysis and linear discriminatory (LDA).
Part II: This section will serve as an experimental comparative case study, the implementation of
two modes (MLR, LDA) on available data in order to document and choose the best model that
can predict the practical situation of the child based on various evaluation criteria.
1.5 Importance of the Study
Importance of the study is divided into two parts:
Applied Importance :
Applied importance provides planners and executors of Programs, in Palestine, information
about the most important factors and

determinants that affect work status of children in

Palestine.
Statistical Importance :
The importance of statistical study in the selection of the optimal model to determine the most
important factors affecting work status of children through the use of various statistical
methods in rankings.

1.6 Source of Data:
The data of study has been obtained from the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) by
the Palestinian survey of child labor in 2004, as well as the use of statistical bulletin issued by
the (PCBS) related to the study subject of interest will be used.

1.7 Limitations of the Study:
The limitations of the study will be divided into three parts:
•Demographic limitations: Children working in the 5-17 age group.
•Spatial limitations (geographical): Palestinian territories.
• Time limitations: The Palestinian survey of child labor in 2004.

2

1.8 Literature Review
Maiprasert and Kitbumrungrat (2012) predict the stage of breast cancer group model the
probability that a patient is detected at any stage of breast cancer or non-breast cancer based on
the tumor cells with abnormal growth of breast cancer The independent variable is the tumor
cells to grow abnormally : Clump Thickness , Uniformity of Cell Size, Uniformity of Cell Shape
, Marginal Adhesion , Single Epithelial Cell Size , Bare Nuclei , Bland Chromatin , Normal
Nucleoli and Mitoses . The dependent variable is the probability that the patient is detected at
any stage of breast cancer or non-breast cancer based on the tumor cells with abnormal growth of
breast cancer by using Ordinal Logistic Regression Model and Discriminant Model. Conclude
that Ordinal Logistic Regression Model can use few variables in a prediction stage of breast
cancer and Ordinal Logistic Regression Model has classification 55.5% higher than Discriminant
Model has classification 54.1%. Ordinal Logistic Regression Model has classification for nonbreast cancer patient is 73.60%, breast cancer stage 1 patient is 5%, breast cancer stage 2 patient
is 43.6%, breast cancer stage patient is 61.4%. The study results reveal that the Discriminant
Analysis can use predicted variables 9 variables. Discriminant Model has classification for nonbreast cancer patient is 56% ,breast cancer stage 1 patient is 49.10%, breast cancer stage 2
patient is 35.6%, breast cancer stage 3 patient is 72.6% and breast cancer stage 4 patient is 60%.

AlJazzar (2012) compares of LDA and MLR to make the choice between the two methods
easier, and to understand how do the two models behave under different data and group
characteristics. The performance evaluation was carried out on the same real world dataset. He
also performed a simulation study according to the linear discriminant analysis model,
where the multivariate normality is satisfied with the same covariance matrix to examine the
group and data characteristics that may affect the performance of LDA and MLR . Both LR and
LDA converged in similar results. And estimated the same statistical significant coefficients, and
either can be helpful in classifying the class membership of women that diabetics. LR slightly
exceeds LDA in the correct classification rate, but when taking into account sensitivity,
specificity and AUC the differences in the AUC were negligibly, thus indicating no
discriminating difference between the models. The simulation study examined the impact of
changes regarding the sample size, distance between group means, categorization and
correlation matrices between the predictors on the performance of each method. Results
indicate that the variation in sample size, values of Euclidean distance, different number
of categories had similar impact on the result for the two methods, and both methods
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LDA and MLR show a significant improvement in classification accuracy in the absence of
multicollinearity among the explanatory variables.

Alfa (2012 ) tries to examins the influence of household decision on child labor in Niger state. A
cross sectional data set was collected from a sample of 1197 households children between the
age of 5 and 14 years in rural areas of Niger State, using a logistic regression model. The
findings of this study show that child labor activity, family size and distance to school are more
likely to affect child labor participation negatively. Also a biological child of a household head
has a greater chance of attending school than a non-biological child, and the higher the education
of household head, the less likely a child engage in labor. This study therefore recommends
general awareness campaign against child labor and provision of more schooling opportunities
for parents and children in rural areas, by both government and non-governmental organizations.
in addition, cash transfer programs targeting the poor households should be implemented so that
the need to rely on child labor is reduced and making it possible for children to attend school.
Awuku (2011) considers Secondary (senior high) school as an indispensable link between the
basic and tertiary levels of education in Ghana. Financing a child‘s secondary education in
Ghana however, is very challenging for the average Ghanaian, including the cocoa
farmer. The tendency to use children extensively on the cocoa farm to the detriment of their
secondary schooling appears to be very high. This study investigates the factors that influence
the cocoa farmer in deciding for the child between secondary schooling and work on the cocoa
farm. The study area is the New Edu biase cocoa district in Ghana. Survey results
indicate that majority of the households in the study area use their secondary school-going
children on the farm, to various extents. Secondary school children not involved in farming
generally stay with other relatives outside the study area for their education. All the children who
qualified for secondary school but are currently involved in only working on the farms are from
relatively poor households. A vicious cycle seems evident, in which the relatively poor
households produce less educated children, who become relatively poor young adults and, in
turn, become heads of relatively poor households. The multinomial logit model was used to
capture the choice probabilities across work and/or school options. Results generally show that
important factors explaining the child secondary school/work outcome include parent‘s
education, gender of parents, gender and age of children, household wealth status, parent‘s level
of confidence in external financial assistance and community characteristics.

5

Prempeh (2009) assesses that it is evident that logistic regression yields better classification
results than discriminant analysis when there is a problem of multicollinearity in the
independent variable. This is because empirical comparison of the two techniques shows
that logistic regression was able to make 91.1% correct classification of the data as compared to
88.9% correct classification of the data by discriminant analysis where the

data

has

multicollinearity among some of the independent variables. Another interesting observation,
based on the analysis, was that despite the obvious revelation of both techniques showing very
reliable model for prediction and classification of cases, they do not, in principle, always
agree in variable selection for development of models. This disagreement might be due to
consideration given to factors such as variability in the data set. Hence in adopting any
of the two techniques for analysis, consideration has to be given to the assumptions,
requirements and any circumstance surrounding the data at that moment. However, it is
obvious that logistic regression analysis can yield better results than discriminant analysis. In
this wise, the researcher can conceive , that when all the assumptions and requirements of
logistic regression analysis and discriminant analysis are met, logistic regression technique
should be adopted rather than discriminant analysis.
Sitiuk (2007) distinguishes between households‘ income and child labor in Ukraine. This goal is
reached through the empirical analysis of the data set that was collected within the framework of
International Program on the Eliminating of child labor. This research identified the role of
poverty of the family in the decision to involve a child in working activities. In other words,
families expenditure affects the child labor working hours . this refers to the person who bring
up and sustains a child, region of Ukraine, sex of a child, age of a child and other factors. It is
clearly that indeed there is a connection between poverty and child labor. However in spite of the
fact that this result is statistically significant it is economically insignificant. If monthly
expenditures of the family decreased, the probability that the child in this family will work
would reduce but by very tiny amount . Therefore it is very costly to decrease the level of child
labor by subsidies or other forms of financial support of families that are vulnerable to have
working children. Usage of linear probability and logit model for the analysis of determinants of
child labor.
Demir (2006) investigates the effect of light work on school attendance and school performance
of children in Turkey. The purpose of this paper is to examine the relationship between child
work and school performance, child work and school attendance from the perspective of
children. Children between 12-14 years of age who combine school and work formed the target
population of the study. Children currently in school and not working formed the control group.
6

A Multi-stage Stratified Systematic Random Cluster Sampling method was used in sample
selection of schools, children who combine school and work, children who are currently in
school and not working. A total of 652 working children, 423 non-working children from six
districts and 23 schools in urban areas of the capital-Ankara participated in the study. Face-toface structured interviews were conducted by the trained interviewers to collect the data. Results
revealed that there is a significant difference in the school performance and school attendance of
working and non-working children. The means test scores and attendance of working children
are lower than non-working children. The determinants of working and non-working children‘s
school performance and school attendance were also examined and results were presented in the
paper . Discriminant Analysis was used to determine the effect that different amounts of time
spent on economic activity and household chores per week had on the school performance and
attendance of economically active children .
Pohar et.al.(2004) considers the problem of choosing between the LDA and MLR and used
several simulated datasets, the convergence of the two methods is examined when the linear
discriminant assumptions for normality of the distribution of explanatory variables are met,
when they are violated, and when they are categorized or

various

parameters

of

the

explanatory variables such as sample size, covariance matrix, Mahalanobis distance, and
the direction of the distance between the group means. The authors concluded that LDA
is a more appropriate method when the explanatory variables are normally distributed. For
categorized predictor variables, LDA remains preferable, and logistic regression overcomes
discriminant analysis only when the number of categories is small. and the results of LDA and
MLR are close whenever the normality assumptions are not too badly violated.
Lopes & Goulart (2002) depends on discriminant analysis of different meanings of child work,
neoclassical microeconomic model shows insufficiencies in explaining this phenomenon. In the
Portuguese

case for example , the data available depicts the distinctive characteristics of

working and nom-working children. In other words, even developed countries child labor is still
mainly linked with the economically, socially and culturally less privileged.
Abd Ellatif (1995) determines whether psychosocial problems occurring among working
children are associated with other social or occupational factors. A sample of 34 working
children ageing from 10-14 years was studied. They were classified into 2 groups according to
the occurrence of psychosocial problems as anxiety, eating or sleeping problems, fatigue,
nightmares etc... Interview data were examined to identify factors that might be considered as
risk factors in psychosocial problems. Ten variables distinguished children with psychosocial
7

problems. These variables were classified by the discriminant analysis technique, by order of
importance as effort done, housing conditions, nature of the work, substance intake, educational
status, degree of job satisfaction, income, nutrition, age and occupation. These variables
correctly classified 100% of the affected group and misclassified 13.3% of the non-affected
group. This could alert health professionals to the existence of more pervasive disturbances in
the child's labor conditions, as well as the child's environment.

1.9 Organization of the study
The study contains five chapters, chapter one: Introduction is related to importance of
thesis and discussed some important previous studies. Chapter two: classification methods,
describing the mathematical setup, the conceptual framework for MLR and LDA, definitions,
advantages and disadvantages. Chapter

three: validation and

evaluation of classification

models, discussing the assessment techniques of classifiers namely (Cross Validation with
random one observation omitted at each time, and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC
curve) in terms of their estimation of classification accuracy and error rates. In chapter four:
analysis of child labor in Palestine data, describing the dependent variable and the independent
variables in the data, discussing the results of classification, and comparison between the two
methods. Chapter five, conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter Two
Classification Methods
2.1 Introduction
The linear regression model assumes that the response variable Y is quantitative. But in
many situations, the response variable is instead qualitative. Often qualitative variables are
referred to as categorical. In this chapter, we study approaches for predicting qualitative
responses, a process that is known as classification. Predicting a qualitative response for an
observation

classification can be referred to as classifying that observation, since it involves

assigning the observation to a category, or class. On the other hand, often the methods used for
classification first predict the probability of each of the categories of a qualitative variable, as the
basis for making the classification. In this sense they also behave like regression methods
(James,et.al., 2013).
Classifications a statistical method used to build predicative models to separate and classify new
data points. Statistical classification is a procedure in which individual cases are sorted into
groups based on one or more quantitative and/or qualitative characteristics in the cases. There are
numerous techniques and algorithms for classification problems (Agresti, 2002).
There are many possible classification techniques, or classifiers, that one might use to predict a
qualitative response. In this chapter we discuss two of the most widely-used classifiers: logistic
regression, linear discriminant analysis.
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) develops classifications by determining linear combinations
of the predictor variables to split the observations, but the application of LDA has some
important assumptions, i.e., multi-normality of each group and homogeneity of covariance
matrices (Balakrishnama and Ganapathiraju, 1998).
LDA was originally developed in 1936 and has wide applications in various fields. LDA
functions are based on two assumptions: multi‐normality in each group and common covariance
between groups. LDA has two limitations: (a) there must be statistical significant difference in
the mean vectors between groups, and (b) the number of observations in each group must be
greater than the number of predictors. If any one of these assumptions is not met, the results may
be unreliable (Eisenbeis, 1977).
MLR was presented as a flexible technique for analyzing the relationships between multiple
independent variables and a single dependent variable MLR technique has a number of major
advantages such as: It is more robust to violations of assumptions of multivariate normality and
equal variance covariance matrices across groups. It is similar to linear regression, but more
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easily interpretable diagnostic statistics. Most importantly, MLR does not assume a linear
relationship between the dependent and independent variables. Independent variables need not to
be continues or quantitative. MLR does not require that the independent variables be unbounded
Normally distributed error terms are not assumed. The wide use of MLR as a problem solving
tool, particularly in the fields of medicine, psychology, mathematical finance and engineering are
as a result of the above advantages listed (Bayaga, 2010) .

2.2 Discriminant Analysis (DA)

2.2.1 Overview
Discriminant analysis is a statistical, multivariate method which can be used in the
research areas where dependent variable (Y) consists of categories rather than a continuous
metric scale (interval or ratio). Discriminant analysis is a tool for classification of new
observational units, especially new respondents, into groups or categories in which most
probably it belongs. Number of groups or categories must be more than two. Also, discriminant
analysis as a result gives the probability of group membership. Classification is conducted on the
basis of measured values for group of characteristics for each observational unit separately. That
means that each observational unit possesses certain number of characteristics than could be
measured and those values vary from one observational unit to the other (Timm,2002).
The goal of discriminant analysis is to construct the model on the basis of observational unit‘s
variation. On the basis of the discriminant model the classification of new observational units
into the groups or categories will be conducted. Some authors (Marriott, 1974) indicate that
goals of a discriminant analysis are to construct a set of discriminants that may be used to
describe or characterize group separation based upon a reduced set of variables, to analyze the
contribution of the original variables to the separation, and to evaluate the degree of separation
(Savic, 2008).
Discriminant analysis is useful when known and distinct groups exist (Greenberg, 1979). To use
discriminant analysis at least two groups must exist, which differ in several variables.
Furthermore, the variables must be measurable at the ratio or interval levels. Discriminant
analysis enables researchers to identify such relationships between qualitative criterion variables
and quantitative predictor variables (Kachigan, 1986).
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In the social sciences, the use of discriminant analysis allows researchers to identify underlying
dimensions that help understand differentiation of selected groups (Birzer&Craig-Moreland,
2008).
2.2.2 Objectives of Discriminant Analysis
The main objectives for performing discriminant analysis are:

1- Identify the variables that best discriminate between groups using the most parsimonious
way (i.e. -to determine most influential predictors).
2- To use the identified variables or factors to develop a good classification function that is
linear combination of the predictor variables and would be reliable in classification cases.
3- Undertake discriminant classification analysis which classifies cases into groups and also
to assign new objects to one of a number of known groups thereby validating the
predictive function
4- To test theory by observing whether cases are classified as predicted.
5- To assess the relative importance of the independent variables in classifying the
dependent variable
6- Examine whether significant differences exist among groups.
7- To determine the percentage of variance in the dependent variable explained by the
independents over and above the variance accounted for by control variables. (Garson,
n.d)

2.2.3 Assumptions:
Discriminant function analysis is computationally very similar to MANOVA, and all
assumptions for MANOVA apply (Tabachnick and Fidell,1996).


Sample size: Unequal sample sizes are acceptable. The sample size of the smallest group
needs to exceed the number of predictor variables. As a ―rule of thumb‖, the smallest sample
size should be at least 20 for a few (4 or 5) predictors. The maximum number of independent
variables is n - 2, where n is the sample size. While this low sample size may work, it is not
encouraged, and generally it is best to have 4 or 5 times as many observations and
independent variables .
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Normal distribution: It is assumed that the data (for the variables) represent a sample from a
multivariate normal distribution. You can examine whether or not variables are normally
distributed with histograms of frequency distributions. However, note that violations of the
normality assumption are not "fatal" and the resultant significance test are still reliable as
long as non-normality is caused by skewness and not outliers .



Homogeneity of variances/covariance: DA is very sensitive to heterogeneity of variancecovariance matrices. Before accepting final conclusions for an important study, it is a good
idea to review the within-groups variances and correlation matrices. Homoscedasticity is
evaluated through scatterplots and corrected by transformation of variables..



Linearity: Discriminant analysis assumes linear relationships between predictor variables
and the criterion (outcome) variable. The degree of linearity within each separate group or
category can be assessed by inspection of correlation matrices and scatter plots.Discriminant
analysis does not take into account exponential terms unless such transformed variables are
added as additional independents



Outliers: LDA is highly sensitive to the inclusion of outliers. Run a test for univariate and
multivariate outliers for each group, and transform or eliminate them. If one group in the
study contains extreme outliers that impact the mean, they will also increase variability.
Overall significance tests are based on pooled variances, that is, the average variance across
all groups. Thus, the significance tests of the relatively larger means (with the large
variances) would be based on the relatively smaller pooled variances, resulting erroneously
in statistical significance.



Non-multicollinearity: If one of the independent variables is very highly correlated with
another, or one is a function (e.g., the sum) of other 3 independents, then the tolerance value
for that variable will approach 0 and the matrix will not have a unique discriminant solution.
There must also be low multicollinearity of the independents. To the extent that independents
are correlated, the standardized discriminant function coefficients will not reliably assess the
relative importance of the predictor variables (Lachenbruch,1975).
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2.2.4 Discriminant Function&(MANOVA)
Discriminant function analysis (DFA) assigns a score to each case by taking the sum of
the discriminant coefficients of each predictor variable and the constant of the model. A defining
characteristic of DFA is its treatment of the traditional independent variable as the dependent
variable since the discriminant scores composed of the true independent variables will depend on
the group membership. Since it is the mathematical reverse of multivariate analysis of variance
(MANOVA), DFA is sensitive to measures of central tendency. Essentially, group membership
will depend on multiple other variables which are significant to the model. Also because of its
relationship to MANOVA, a DFA determines any significant variables using the F statistic.
Upon a significant F, the procedure determines which variables‘ means differ amongst the
groups. Based on the variables which best discriminate between groups, cases are then classified
into their respective groups based on their canonical discriminant scores on the single best fitting
function for the two group DFA. Cases are classified based on the nearest group centroid or
grand mean. The orthogonal functions of DFA explain less variance than the previous function.
DFA answers research questions which focus on the separateness of groups based on several
variables. By testing variables related to the construct of the group, a DFA identifies key
differences between groups. Researchers who question whether or not certain variables can
predict group membership can use DFA to develop a model which classifies cases at a better rate
than chance alone. Also similar to MANOVA, DFA traditionally uses continuous variables as
the independent or predictor variables; however, researchers typically dummy code categorical
variables in order to offer a base or reference group for perspective purposes (Metcalfe, 2012).
2.2.5 Discriminant Function
A discriminant function, also called a canonical root, is a latent variable which is created
as a linear combination of discriminating (independent) variables, such that

Y  b0  b1x 1  b2x 2  ........  bn x n ---------------------------------------------------------2.1
Where the b's are discriminant coefficients, the x's are discriminating variables, and b0 is a
constant. This is analogous to multiple regression, but the b's are discriminant coefficients which
maximize the distance between the means of the criterion (dependent) variable. There is one
discriminant function for 2-group discriminant analysis, but for k-group discriminant analysis,
the number of discriminant functions will be k-1, and each discriminant function is orthogonal to
the others. (George,2000).
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2.2.6 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)
In this study, we focus on linear transformation since linear discriminant analysis
frequently achieves good performances in the tasks of face and object recognition, even though
the assumptions of common covariance matrix among groups and normality are often violated.
In addition, kernel tricks can be used with linear discriminant analysis for non-linear
transformation. The basic idea of LDA is to find a linear transformation that best discriminate
among classes and the classification is then performed in the transformed space based on some
metric such as Euclidean distance. Mathematically a typical LDA implementation is carried out
via scatter matrix analysis (Fukunaga, 1990).

2.2.6.1. Two-class LDA
Fisher (1936) first introduced LDA for two classes and its idea was to transform the
multivariate observations x to univariate observations y such that the y‘s derived from the two
classes were separated as much as possible. Suppose that we have a set of m p-dimensional
samples x1, x2, ……… , xm (where xi = (xi1, …….. , xip)) belonging to two different classes,
namely c1 and c2. For the two classes, the scatter matrices are given as

S i    X  X i  X  X i 
xc i

Where X i 

1
mi



xc i

X and mi is the number of samples in ci. Hence the total intra-class

scatter matrix is given by
^



 S 1  S 2     X  X i  X  X i  ------------------------------------------------------2.2
n

w

i

xc i

The inter-class scatter matrix is given by
^



b

(X 1  X 2 )(X 1  X 2 ) .------------------------------------------------------------------------2.3

Fisher‘s criterion suggested the linear transformation Φ to maximize the so-called Rayleigh
coefficient, that is, the ratio of the determinant of the inter-class scatter matrix of the projected
samples to the intra-class scatter matrix of the projected samples :
^

J( ) 

T  b 


T

----------------------------------------------------------------------2.4

^



w
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^

If



is non-singular, Equation (2.4) can be solved as a conventional eigenvalue problem and

w

^

Φ is given by the eigenvectors of matrix

^

 
1

b

(Tao Li, et. al., 2006) .

w

Figure (2.1) : Two-group discriminant analysis (Rencher,2002)

2.2.6.2 Multi-class LDA
If the number of classes are more than two, then a natural extension of Fisher Linear
discriminant exists using multiple discriminant analysis (Johnson &Wichern,1988). As in twoclass case, the projection is from high dimensional space to a low dimensional space and the
transformation suggested still maximize the ratio of intra-class scatter to the inter-class scatter.
But unlike the two-class case,the maximization should be done among several competing
classes.
Suppose that now there are n classes. The intra-class matrix is calculated similar to Equation

 w  S 1  ...  S n    X  X i  X  X i 
^

n

i

xc i

The inter-class scatter matrix slightly differs in computation and is given by
^

n

 b   m i (X i  X )(X i  X )
i 1

Where mi is the number of training samples for each class, X i is the mean for each class and X
is total mean vector given by X 

1
m

n

 m i X i .After obtaining
i 1

^



^

b

and



w

, the linear

transformation Φ we want should still maximize equation 2.4. It can be shown that the
transformation Φ can be obtained by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem:
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^



^

b

   w 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------2.5

Multiple discriminant analysis provides an elegant way for classification using discriminant
features.
2.2.6.3 Classification
Once the transformation Φ is given, the classification is then performed in the
transformed space based on some distance metric, such as Euclidean distance

d (x , y ) 
Then

 (x

upon

i

i

 y i )2

the

arrival

of

the

new

instance

z,

it

is

classified

to

arg k min d (Z  , X k )

where X K is the centroid of k-th class. (Tao Li, et. al., 2006) .
As shown in figure 2.2, Linear Discriminant Analysis for 3-classes where SW is the within-class
scatter and SB is the between-class scatter.

Figure 2.2 : Linear Discriminant Analysis,3-classes

2.2.7 Criteria for Variable Selection for Discriminant Function
Since discriminant analysis requires several assumptions for group membership, it is
important to determine whether a specific variable is good enough and also important to be
included in the discriminant function. In other words, it is important to assess whether the
variable is a member of the discriminant groups.
There are a number of statistical criteria for determining the addition or the removal of variables
from the discriminant function. The most common ones are:
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1. Mahalanobis square distance
2. Wilks‘ lambda )(Λ )

3. Rao‘s V

1) Mahalanobis distances and classification
Mahalanobis distance is a distance measure between two points in the space defined by
two or more correlated variables. That is to say, Mahalanobis distance takes the correlations
within a data set between the variable into consideration Mahalanobis distances are used in
analyzing cases in discriminant analysis. For instance, one might wish to analyze a new,
unknown set of cases in comparison to an existing set of known cases. Mahalanobis distance is
the distance between a case and the centroid for each group (of the dependent) in attribute space
(n-dimensional space defined by n variables). A case will have one Mahalanobis distance for
each group, and it will be classified as belonging to the group for which its Mahalanobis distance
is smallest. Thus, the smaller the Mahalanobis distance, the closer the case is to the group
centroid and the more likely it is ) to be classed as belonging to that group.
We can calculate the Mahalanobis distance using the next formula:
D2 (x , x i ) = (x - x i ) S i 1 (x - x i ) --------------------------------------------------------------2.6

where ,
D2 (x , x i ) is the squared distance from point X (a specific case) to the centroid of group Xi

x i is the centroid of ith group ,

S i 1 is the sample covariance matrix for the ith group.
After the calculation of D2 for each group, we would classify the case X as belonging to the
group k to which it is closest, if the Mahalanobis distance (D2) is smallest to the centroid of this
particular group.

A test of the null hypothesis that the two sets of population means are equal can be based on
Mahalanobis‘ distance. The corresponding F statistic is

F

(n  1  p )n1n 2
D2
p (n  2)(n1  n 2 )

Where, p is the number of independent variables.
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2) Wilks’ Lambda (Λ)
Wilks‘ lambda is the ratio of the within-group sum of squares to the total sum of squares. At
each step, the variable that is included in the function is the one with the smallest Wilks‘ lambda
(Λ)(after the effect of variables already in the discriminant function is removed. Since the Wilks‘
lambda can be approximated by the F-ratio, Wilks‘ lambda is equal to entering the variable that
has the highest partial F-ratio. Wilks‘ lambda )(Λ) is thus given by



SS w
SS w

---------------------------------------------------------2.7
SS t SS b  SS w

Where
SSw= sum of squares within groups
SSb= sum of squares between groups
SSt= total sum of squares
The assessment of the Wilks‘ lambda is done by converting to F- ratio with the transformation

 1     n1  n 2  p  1 
F 
 ---------------------------------------------------2.8

p
  

where p is number of variables for which the statistic is computed and Λ is the Wilks‘ lambda of
the distribution. F-ratio follows an F-distribution with n1+n2-p-1 degrees of freedom.
Wilks‘ lambda tests the significance of each discriminant function in DA specifically, the
significance of the eigenvalue for a given function. Minimizing Wilks‘ lambda is an indication
that the within-group sum of squares is minimized and the between-group sum of squares is
maximized. That is, the Wilks‘ lambda selection criterion considers between-groups separation
and within-group homogeneity. The larger the lambda, the more likely it is significant.
A significant lambda means one can reject the null hypothesis that the two groups have the same
mean discriminant function scores and conclude the model is discriminating. It is a measure of
the difference between groups of the centroid (vector) of means on the independent variables.
Wilks‘ Lambda varies from 0 to 1, with 0 meaning group means differ (thus the variable highly
differentiates the groups), and 1 meaning all group means are the same.
The Bartlett's V transformation of lambda is used to compute the significance of lambda. Wilks‘
lambda is used, in conjunction with Bartlett's V, as a multivariate significance test of mean
differences in MDA, for the case of multiple interval independents and multiple (Statgun, n.d) .
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3) Rao’s V
Rao‘s V is based on the Mahalanobis distance and concentrates on the separation between the
groups, as measured by the distance of the centroid of each group from the centroid of the total
sample. Rao‘s V is used to determine the extent to which the discriminant functions discriminate
between criteria groups. A measure from this group is mostly used in stepwise discriminant
analysis to determine if adding an independent variable to the model will significantly improve
classification of the dependent variable. Rao‘s V and the change in it while adding or deleting a
variable is approximately statistic and thus follows a distribution χ2 .
Although Rao‘s V provides information about between-groups separation, it does not take into
consideration group homogeneity. Therefore, the use of Rao‘s V may produce a discriminant
function that does not have maximum within-group homogeneity ( Prempeh, 2009) .

2.3 Multinomial logistic Regression (MLR)
2.3.1 Overview
Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is used to predict categorical placement or the
probability of category membership on a dependent variable based on multiple independent
variables. The independent variables can be either dichotomous (i.e., binary) or continuous (i.e.,
interval or ratio in scale). Multinomial logistic regression is a simple extension of binary logistic
regression that allows for more than two categories of the dependent or outcome variable. Like
binary logistic regression, multinomial logistic regression uses maximum likelihood estimation
to evaluate the probability of categorical membership.
Multinomial logistic regression does necessitate careful consideration of the sample size and
examination for outlying cases. Like other data analysis procedures, initial data analysis should
be thorough and include careful univariate, bivariate, and multivariate assessment. Specifically,
multicollinearity should be evaluated with simple correlations among the independent variables.
Also, multivariate diagnostics (i.e. standard multiple regression) can be used to assess for
multivariate outliers and for the exclusion of outliers or influential cases. Sample size guidelines
for multinomial logistic regression indicate a minimum of 10 cases per independent variable
(Schwab, 2002).
Multinomial logistic regression is often considered an attractive analysis because; it does not
assume normality, linearity, or homoscedasticity. A more powerful alternative to multinomial
logistic regression is discriminant function analysis which requires these assumptions are met.
Indeed, multinomial logistic regression is used more frequently than discriminant function
analysis because the analysis does not have such assumptions. Multinomial logistic regression
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does have assumptions, such as the assumption of independence among the dependent variable
choices. This assumption states that the choice of or membership in one category is not related to
the choice or membership of another category (i.e., the dependent variable). The assumption of
independence can be tested with the Hausman-McFadden test. Furthermore, multinomial logistic
regression also assumes non-perfect separation. If the groups of the outcome variable are
perfectly separated by the predictor(s), then unrealistic coefficients will be estimated and effect
sizes will be greatly exaggerated.
There are different parameter estimation techniques based on the inferential goals of multinomial
logistic regression analysis. One might think of these as ways of applying multinomial logistic
regression when strata or clusters are apparent in the data.
Unconditional logistic regression (Breslow & Day, 1980) refers to the modeling of strata with
the use of dummy variables (to express the strata) in a traditional logistic model. Here, one
model is applied to all the cases and the strata are included in the model in the form of separate
dummy variables, each reflecting the membership of cases to a particular strata.
Conditional logistic regression ( Vittinghoff, et.al., 2005) refers to applying the logistic model to
each of the strata individually. The coefficients of the predictors (of the logistic model) are aa
modeled based on the membership of cases to a particular strata.
Variable selection or model specification methods for multinomial logistic regression are similar
to those used with standard multiple regression.

2.3.2 Assumptions of Logistic Regression
Logistic regression does not require many of the principle assumptions of linear
regression models that are based on ordinary least squares method–particularly regarding
linearity of relationship between the dependent and independent variables, normality of the error
distribution, homoscedasticity of the errors, and measurement level of the independent variables.
Logistic regression can handle non-linear relationships between the dependent and independent
variables, because it applies a non-linear log transformation of the linear regression. The error
terms(the residuals) do not need to be multivariate normally distributed–although multivariate
normality yields a more stable solution. The variance of errors can be heteroscedastic for each
level of the independent variables. Logistic regression can handle not only continuous data but
also discrete data as independent variables (Bewick, et.al., 2005) .
However, some other assumptions still apply (Peng & So, 2002): First, logistic regression
requires the dependent variable to be discrete mostly dichotomous. Second, since logistic
regression estimates the probability of the event occurring (P(Y=1)), it is necessary to code the
dependent variable accordingly. That is the desired outcome should be coded to be 1. Third, the
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model should be fitted correctly .It should not be over fitted with the meaningless variables
included. Also it should not be under fitted with meaningful variable not included. Fourth,
logistic regression requires each observation to be independent. Also the model should have little
or no multicollinearity. That is, independent variables are not linear functions of each other.
Fifth, whilst logistic regression does not require a linear relationship between the dependent and
independent variables, it requires that the independent variables are linearly related to the log
odds of an event. Lastly, logistic regression requires large sample sizes because maximum
likelihood estimates are less powerful than ordinary least squares used for estimating the
unknown parameters in a linear regression model (Hyeoun,2013) .

2.3.3 Odds Function
The odds function is the strategy that is often used to streamline the work of logistic
regression. The odds function makes use of which odds of an event is which is defined as the
ratio of the probability that an event occurs to the probability that it fails to occur.
Thus,
Odd(case 1) =

=

1
1  1

2.3.4 Logit Transformation

Өi = ln (

i
) = log (odds)
1 i

But
Өi = β0 + β1x1 + β2 x2 + …..+ βk xk
log (

i
) = log (odds) = β0 + β1x1 + β2 x2 + …..+ βk xk = logit (π ) ----------------------2.9
1 i

which is the link function (logit link) for the logistic regression.
This indicates that the logistic regression requires that observations be independent and that the
independent variables be linearly related to the logit of the dependent. (Menard, 2002)
The logistic regression strategy retains the goal of generating predicted probabilities when it is
expressed in logit form and the problems that may arise, as a result of predicting a probability
greater than 1 or less than 0, are eliminated. Thus, logistic regression involves fitting to a data an
equation of the form:
logit (π ) = b0 + b1x1 + b2 x2 + …..+bk xk
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Logit(π) ranges from negative infinity to positive infinity and its scale is symmetrical around the
logit of 0.5 (which is zero).
Because log(odds) take on any value between -  and +  the coefficients for logistic regression
equations can be interpreted in the usual way. Thus, they represent the change in log(odds) of the
response per unit change in the predictor (Peng & So, 2002) .

2.3.5 logistic model
To obtain the logistic model from the logistic function, we let Y be a dichotomous
random variable denoting the outcome of some experiment ,and let X= (X1, X2,…..,Xk) be a
collection of predictor variables.
Denote the conditional probability that the outcome is present by
P (X) =

1
1  e  (  1X 1  2X 2 ...... K X K

e (  1X 1  2X 2 ...... K X K
=
--------------------------------------------2.10
1  e (  1X 1  2X 2 ...... K X K
Alternatively, if we define P1 = P(y=1/x) = P(X1) of an object belonging to group 1 and
P0 = P(Y=0/x) = P(X0) as the probability of an object belonging to group 0, the logistic
regression model has the form:
Logit P (x) = Log [

]= α+β1X1 + β2X2 + …..+ βkXK ------------------------------2.11

Where
P (X) 

1
1 e

 (  1X 1  2 X 2 ......  K X K

Equation (2.11) is called the logit form of logistic regression model, the logit transformation
denoted as Logit P(x) enables us to compute the log odd ratio of probability of belonging to
group 1, P(y=1/x) to probability of belonging to group 0, P (y=0/x), which is equally given by
 p
log  i
 1  pi


k
  0   k 1  k x k -------------------------------------------------------------------2.12


i.e. the logistic regression model equates the logit transform, the log-odds of probability of a
success, to a linear component. (Hallett ,1999).
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Figure (2.3): The Logistic Regression Curve

Logistic regression can be generalized to more than two groups. Polytomous (or nominal )
logistic regression, the generalization of a binomial response with two groups to a multinomial
response with multiple groups, proceeds by choosing (perhaps arbitrarily) one group as the
―control‖ or ―standard.‖ Say there are K groups, and group K is the one chosen as the standard.
The logistic model states that the probability of falling into group j given the set of predictor
values x is
P(group j|x) =

exp   0j  1jx 1  ....   pjx j 
k 1

1+  exp   0l  1l x 1  ....   pl x l 

-----------------------------------------2.13

l 1

Equivalently,

p 
ln  j   0j  1jx 1  ....   pjx j
 pk 

If group K can be thought of as a control group, for example, this is a natural model
where the log–odds compared to the control is linear in the predictors (with different
coefficients for each of the groups).
More importantly, polytomous logistic regression allows the construction of a test of the
statistical significance of the variables in accounting for the simultaneous difference in
probabilities of all of the response categories, not just individual groups versus the control group
(Simonoff, 2014).
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2.3.6 Parameter Calculation
The method used to find the parameter estimates, α, β1, β 2…. β

k

is the method of

maximum likelihood, which entails finding the ̂ that maximises the likelihood function. The
maximum likelihood equation is derived from the probabiity distribution of the dependent
variable. Since each yi represents a binomial count in the ith population, the joint probability
density function of y is
(y/β)

N

ni

i 1

y i (n i  y i )



p iyi 1  pi 

For each population, there are (

ni

yi

ni  yi

-------------------------------2.14

) different ways to arrange yi successes from among ni

trials. Since the probability of a success for any of the ni trials is pi , the probability of yi
yi
successes is p i .

Likewise the probability of ni - yi is 1  pi 

ni  yi

Now,
(y/β)

N

ni

i 1

y i (n i  y i )



p iyi 1  pi 

ni  yi

------------------------------2.15

Which reduces to
yi

 pi 
ni

 (1  p i ) -----------------------------------------------------------2.16

i 1  1  p i 
N

since the factorial terms do not contain any of the pi
After taking exponent (e) to both sides of equation (2.13), we have
pi
X 
 e  iK K
-----------------------------------------------------------2.17
1  pi

where

e  iK K
pi 
X 
1  e  iK K
X



Hence
(β / y)
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Taking log of both sides
log L(β/y) =

 y X
i

iK



K  ni log 1  e 

X iK K



To obtain the critical points of the loglikelihood function, we set the first derivative with respect
to each β equal to zero, and solve for β

 K

log L   / y    y i X iK  ni

=

 y i X iK  ni

=

y

i

1
X 
X iK e  iK K -------------------2.19
X iK K

1 e

e  iK K
X iK
X 
1  e  iK K
X



X iK  ni pi X iK ------------------------------------------2.20

The maximum likelihood estimates for  found by can be setting each of the K+1 equations in
(2.20) equal to zero and solving for each  K . . (Osita ,2010 )

2.3.7 Evaluation of Logistic Regression Model
There are several parts involved in the evaluation of the logistic regression model. First,
the overall model (relationship between all of the independent variables and dependent variable)
needs to be assessed. Second, the importance of each of the independent variables needs to be
assessed. Third, predictive accuracy or discriminating ability of the model needs to be evaluated.
Finally, the model needs to be validated
1. Overall model evaluation
Likelihood Ratio Tests
The significance of the logistic regression model is assessed with the likelihood ratio test
(Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000). Central to this test is the deviance statistic, which is defined as :

 likelihood fitted model 
LRT  2ln 
 --------------------------------------------------------2.21
 likelihood saturated model 
LRT  2  ln likelihood fitted model  ln likelihood saturated model 

where the quotient is the likelihood ratio. The larger the deviance D, the poorer the fit of the
fitted model compared to the saturated model. The likelihood ratio test compares two logistic
models by assessing the change in deviance due to inclusion of predictors:
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G = D (model without the predictor) − D (model with the predictor) .
G is the log-likelihood ratio statistic, which is χ2-distributed under the null hypothesis that the
model coefficients are zero, assuming independent and normally distributed residuals. The
likelihood ratio test is used to assess the significance of the overall model by comparing the
deviance of the intercept-only model with the full model, and that of the individual predictors.
This test can only be used to compare nested models. When this likelihood test is significant,
at least one of the predictors is significantly related to the dependent variable . (In other
words the likelihood ratio test tests the null hypothesis that all population logistic
regression coefficients except the constant are zero )Menard, 2009 (.

Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Tests
With logistic regression, instead of R2 as the statistics for overall fit of the linear
regression model, deviance between observed values from the expected values is used. In linear
regression, residuals can be defined as yi -ŷi, where yi is the observed dependent variable for the
ith subject, and ŷi the corresponding prediction from the model. The same concept applies to
logistic regression, where yi is equal to either 1 or 0, and the corresponding prediction from the
model is as
yˆ i 

exp   1x i 1  ...   k x ik 
--------------------------------------------------------2.22
1  exp   1x i 1  ...   k x ik 

Chi-square test can be based on the residuals, yi -ŷi (Peng & So, 2002).
A standardized residual can be defined as

ri 

y i  yˆ i

yˆ i 1  yˆ i 

--------------------------------------------------------2.23

where the standard deviation of the residuals is ŷi(1-ŷi). One can then form a χ2 statistic as
n

 2   ri 2 .
i 1

Hosmer and Lemeshow’s goodness-of-fit test
The Hosmer–Lemeshow test is a statistical test for goodness of fit for logistic regression
models. It is used frequently in risk prediction models. The test assesses whether or not the
observed event rates match expected event rates in subgroups of the model population. The
Hosmer–Lemeshow test specifically identifies subgroups as the deciles of fitted risk values.
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Models for which expected and observed event rates in subgroups are similar are called well
calibrated
The Hosmer–Lemeshow test statistic is given by
G

(O g  E g )2

g 1

N g  g (1   g )

H 

----------------------------------------------------------------- 2.24

Here Og, Eg, Ng, and πg denote the observed events, expected events, observations, predicted risk
for the gth risk decile group, and G is the number of groups. The test statistic asymptotically
follows a

distribution with G − 2 degrees of freedom. The number of risk groups may be

adjusted depending on how many fitted risks are determined by the model. This helps to avoid
singular decile groups (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 1989) .

2. Statistical significance of individual regression coefficients
If the overall model works well, the next question is how important each of the
independent variables is. The logistic regression coefficient for the ith independent variable
shows the change in the predicted log odds of having an outcome for one unit change in the ith
independent variable, all
other things being equal. That is, if the ith independent variable is changed 1 unit while all of the
other predictors are held constant, log odds of outcome is expected to change bi units. There are
a couple of different tests designed to assess the significance of an independent variable in
logistic regression, the likelihood ratio test and the Wald statistic (Menard, 2002).

Likelihood ratio test
The likelihood-ratio test used to assess overall model fit can also be used to assess the
contribution of individual predictors to a given model.
The likelihood ratio test for a particular parameter compares the likelihood of obtaining the data
when the parameter is zero (L0) with the likelihood (L1) of obtaining the data evaluated at the
MLE of the parameter.
The test statistic is calculated as follows:

G  2ln

L0
 2(ln L0  ln L1 )
L1
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This statistics is compared with a χ2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom. To assess the
contribution of individual predictors one can enter the predictors hierarchically, then compare
each new model with the previous model to determine the contribution of each predictor.
Wald Statistic
The Wald statistic is also another alternative test which can be used to test the
significance of individual logistic regression coefficients for each independent variable (that is,
to test the null hypothesis in logistic regression that a particular logit (effect) coefficient is zero).
The Wald statistic is the squared ratio of the unstandardized logistic coefficient to its standard
error

Wj 

B j2
SE Bj2

-------------------------------------------------------------------2.25.

Odds ratios with 95% CI
Odds ratio with 95% confidence interval (CI) can be used to assess the contribution of
individual predictors (Katz, 1999). It is important to note however, that unlike the p value, the
95% CI does not report a measure‘s statistical significance. It is used as a proxy for the presence
of statistical significance if it does not overlap the null value (e.g. OR=1).
The 95% CI is used to estimate the precision of the OR. A large CI indicates a low level of
precision of the OR, whereas a small CI indicates a higher precision of the OR. An approximate
confidence interval for the population log odds ratio is
95% CI for the In (OR)=In (OR)±1.96×{SE In (OR)}
where ln(OR) is the sample log odds ratio, and SE ln(OR) is the standard error of the log odds
ratio(Morris & Gardner, 1988). Taking the antilog, we get the 95% confidence interval for the
odds ratio:
95% CI for OR=eIn (OR)±1.96×{SE In (OR)}

3. Predictive Accuracy and Discrimination
In an idea similar to that above, one can again start by fitting a model and calculating all
fitted values. Then, one can choose a cutoff value on the probability scale, say 50%, and classify
all predicted values above that as predicting an event, and all below that cutoff value as not
predicting the event.
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Classification table
The classification table is a method to evaluate the predictive accuracy of the logistic
regression model (Peng & So, 2002). In this table the observed values for the dependent outcome
and the predicted values (at a user defined cut-off value) are cross-classified. For example, if a
cutoff value is 0.5, all predicted values above 0.5 can be classified as predicting an event, and all
below 0.5 as not predicting the event. Then a two-by two table of data can be constructed with
dichotomous observed outcomes, and dichotomous predicted outcomes. The table has following
form.

Table (2.1) Sample Classification Table

Predicted
Observed

1

0

1

A

B

0

C

D

If the logistic regression model has a good fit, we expect to see many counts in the a and d cells,
and few in the b and c cells. In an analogy with medical diagnostic testing, we can consider
sensitivity=a/(a+b) and specificity =d/(c+d). Higher sensitivity and specificity indicate a better
fit of the model.

Evaluation with ROC curves
Extending the above two-by-two table idea, rather than selecting a single cutoff, the full
range of cutoff values from 0 to 1 can be examined. For each possible cutoff value, a two-by-two
table can be formed. Plotting the pairs of sensitivity and one minus specificity on a scatter plot
provides an ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve. The area under this curve (AUC)
provides an overall measure of fit of the model (Bewick, et.al, 2005). The AUC varies from 0.5
(no predictive ability) to 1.0 (perfect predictive ability). Larger AUC indicates better
predictability of the model. Points above the diagonal dividing the ROC space represent good
classification results (better than random), while points below represent the poor results (worse
than random) (Hyeoun,2013) .
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2.4 Summary
This chapter discussed theoretical frame work of two classification method MLR and
LDA. It clarifies function, aims and assumptions of those methods. Linear Discriminant analysis
and Multiple Logistic Regression are methods to separate groups with similar characteristic. The
purpose of these techniques is predicting and classifying to come out with a model that can be
best in describing relationship between variables (dependent) and (independents).
Dependent variable is shown as a linear combination of features measurements throughout
logistic regression. Logistic Regression is differ from discriminant analysis as it works with the
least square regression while discriminant analysis works with multiple analysis of variance.
MLR is working under few condition that is why of is more flexible than LDA.
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Chapter Three
Validation and Evaluation of Classification Models
3.1 Introduction
Model selection in statistics is the procedure of selecting the ―best‖ model among a set of
competing models. A model is judged to be ―best‖ according to some criteria. So Validation of a
data classification model is the most important phase process. Validation is the process of
assessing how well data models perform against real data. The main concept of model validation
is to estimate the model. In validation process the sample is divided into two parts, The
―training‖ sample and the ―validation‖ sample. Then, the classification rule is created using the
training sample and the apparent error rate is determined using the validation sample.
To search the best solution, the various models produced during the process need to be
evaluated. Model evaluation techniques and methods are necessary tools to aid the searching and
the choosing of the best solution. The evaluation of the generated models is necessary and useful
for the selection of suitable techniques and the selection of final applicable models.

3. 2 Cross-Validation
The idea for cross-validation originated, when one sample is used for regression and a
second for prediction. Cross-Validation is a statistical method of evaluating and or comparing
learning algorithms by dividing data into two segments: one used to learn or train a model and
the other used to validate the model. The end result is a model that has learned how to predict
our outcome given new unknown data. In typical cross-validation, the training and validation
sets must cross-over in successive rounds such that each data point has a chance of being
validated against (El-habil & Ghareeb , 2014).

3. 2.1 Hold-Out Validation
To avoid over-fitting, an independent test set is preferred. A natural approach is to split
the available data into two non-overlapped parts: one for training and the other for testing. The
test data is held out and not looked at during training. Hold-out validation avoids the overlap
between training data and test data, yielding a more accurate estimate for the generalization
performance of the algorithm. The downside is that this procedure does not use all the available
data and the results are highly dependent on the choice for the training/test split. The instances
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chosen for inclusion in the test set may be too easy or too difficult to classify and this can skew
the results. Furthermore, the data in the test set may be valuable for training and if it is held out
prediction performance may suffer, again leading to skewed results. These problems can be
partially addressed by repeating hold-out validation multiple times and averaging the results, but
unless this repetition is performed in a systematic manner, some data may be included in the test
set multiple times while others are not included at all, or conversely some data may always fall
in the test set and never get a chance to contribute to the learning phase. To deal with these
challenges and utilize the available data to the max,k-fold cross-validation is used
(Refaeilzadeh,et.al.,2008) .
3. 2.2 Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation
Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) involves splitting the set of observations into
two parts As it is shown in the figure (3.1). However, instead of creating two subsets of
comparable size, a single observation (x1, y1) is used for the validation set, and the remaining
observations {(x2, y2), . . . , (xn, yn)} make up the training set. The statistical learning method is
fit on the n − 1 training observations, and a prediction ̂ 1 is made for the excluded observation,
using its value x1. Since (x1, y1) was not used in the fitting process, MSE 1   y 1  yˆ1  provides
2

an approximately unbiased estimate for the test error.
But even though MSE1 is unbiased for the test error, it is a poor estimate because it is highly
variable, since it is based upon a single observation (x1, y1).
This can be repeated by selecting (x2, y2) for the validation data, training the statistical learning
procedure on the n − 1 observations {(x1, y1), (x3, y3), . . . , (xn, yn)}, and computing
MSE 2   y 2  yˆ 2  . Repeating this approach n times produces n squared errors, MSE 1, . . . ,
2

MSEn. The LOOCV estimate for the test MSE is the average of these n test error estimates:

CV ( n ) 

1 n
 MSE i ---------------------------------------------3.1
n i 1

Figure (3.1) : A schematic of the LOOCV approach ( James, et. al., 2013)
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LOOCV has a couple of major advantages over the validation set approach.
First, it has far less bias. In LOOCV, we repeatedly fit the statistical learning method using
training sets that contain n − 1 observations, almost as many as are in the entire data set. This is
in contrast to the validation set approach, in which the training set is typically around half the
size of the original data set . Consequently, the LOOCV approach tends not to overestimate the
test error rate as much as the validation set approach does.
Second, in contrast to the validation approach which will yield different results when applied
repeatedly due to randomness in the training/validation set splits, performing LOOCV multiple
times will always yield the same results: there is no randomness in the training/validation set
splits LOOCV is a very general method, and can be used with any kind of predictive modeling.
( James, et. al., 2013).
3. 2.3 K-Fold Cross Validation:
An alternative procedure is K-fold cross validation and this procedure was motivated by
computational expense of the leave-one-out procedure (Geisser, 1975). The K-fold procedure is
attractive because it balances computational cost with an increase in the estimation bias. This is a
standard technique for comparing the performances of different methods using small datasets. In
k

this procedure, the dataset D is divided into K partitions of roughly equal size, D   D k and
k 1

each partition is termed a ―fold‖ of the dataset (thus there are K folds). The procedure may be
understood as a leave-one-foldout procedure in analogy to the leave-one-out procedure. The
model is trained on K −1 folds and the K th fold is used for testing (Clarke, et.al., 2009). repeated
K times such that each fold is used for testing exactly once. Setting K equal to the number of
instances in the data leads to leave-one-out cross validation.( Syed, 2011).
Figure 3.2 depicts the concept behind k-fold cross validation.

Figure (3.2) : K-Fold Cross Validation.

10-fold cross-validation is commonly used, but in general k remains an unfixed parameter.
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3.3 Area under the Roc curve ( AUC ):
An ROC graph is a technique for visualizing, organizing and selecting classifiers based
on their performance. ROC graphs have long been used in signal detection theory to depict the
tradeoff between hit rates and false alarm rates of classifiers ROC analysis has been extended
for use in visualizing and analyzing the behavior of diagnostic systems (Swets, 1988).
ROC curves are two-dimensional graphs that visually depict the performance and performance
trade-off of a classification model (Fawcett, 2004). ROC curves were originally designed as tools
in communication theory to visually determine optimal operating points for signal discriminators
(Egan, 1975).
We need to introduce two new performance metrics in order to construct ROC curves (we define
them here in terms of the confusion matrix), the true positive rate (tpr) and the false positive rate
(fpr):

true positive rate =

= recall,

false positive rate =
ROC graphs are constructed by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate
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Figure (3.3) : Regions of a ROC graph (Hamel, 2004)

As shown in Figure (3.3) A number of regions of interest can be identified by a ROC graph. The
diagonal line from the bottom left corner to the top right corner denotes random classifier
performance, that is, a classification model mapped onto this line produces as many false
positive responses as it produces true positive responses. The conservative performance region is
the left bottom of the random performance line . Classifiers in this region commit few false
positive errors. In the extreme case, denoted by point in the bottom left corner, a conservative
classification model will classify all instances as negative. In this way it will not commit any
false positives but it will also not produce any true positives. The region of classifiers with
liberal performance occupies the top of the graph. These classifiers have a good true positive rate
but also commit substantial numbers of false positive errors. Again, in the extreme case denoted
by the point in the top right corner, we have classification models that classify every instance as
positive. In that way, the classifier will not miss any true positives but it will also commit a very
large number of false positives. Classifiers that fall in the region to the right of the random
performance line have a performance worse than random performance, that is, they consistently
produce more false positive responses than true positive responses. However, because ROC
graphs are symmetric along the random performance line, inverting the responses of a classifier
in the ―worse than random performance‖ region will turn it into a well performing classifier in
one of the regions above the random performance line. Finally, the point in the top left corner
denotes perfect classification: 100% true positive rate and 0% false positive rate (Hamel, 2004) .
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Figure (3.4) : Comparing ROC curves ( Maxion and Roberts, 2004 )

Figure (3.4) illustrates the different shapes of ROC curves indicate different levels of
detector accuracy. The better (more accurate) curves will bulge further outward to the upper-left,
nearing the point of perfection at (0,1). A perfect detector will have a success rate of 1.0 for
signals while having an error rate of 0.0 for noises. Unfortunately, this result is difficult to
achieve, so most ROC curves will tend to look less angular and more gently bowed, like the
middle two curves shown. The worst ROC curve is the positive diagonal line stretching from
(0,0) to (1,0); this accuracy could have resulted if one merely guessed according to chance
(assuming equal numbers of signal and noise events). It is not possible to do worse then chance,
because then the detector would be perverse (and you could simply invert its output to achieve a
better-than-chance result).
The most general measure of total detection accuracy is the area under the curve, or AUC. To
find the AUC, simply calculate the trapezoidal area under each vertical slice of an empirical
(unsmoothed) ROC curve having a straight-line segment as its top; then sum all the individual
areas. For instance, if a binary detector produces only a single data point, then there will be two
trapezoidal regions total for which to calculate area (one to the left of the point, and one to the
right of the point).
Since every ROC curve is no decreasing, following the trapezoidal will systematically
underestimate the area under an ROC curve, if the true (completely continuous) ROC curve is
actually smooth. However, if there are many threshold points in the ROC curve, and they are
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spaced rather closely, the discrepancy will not be large. If it is feared that the trapezoidal area is
in fact too small, smoothing can be applied to the ROC curve, before the area underneath it is
calculated. However, the conservative and simple nature of the trapezoidal AUC may have
greater advantages.
One drawback to the AUC measure is that given a single AUC number, you cannot reconstruct
the shape of the curve which produced it. It is ambiguous precisely because it abstracts away the
two-dimensional shape of the curve. If there is a specific use in mind for the signal detector, then
this may not be the best measure to use, because it gives only the most general picture of total
accuracy (similar to an average accuracy over all possible modes of the detector). One ROC
curve having a greater AUC may actually perform less well under some conditions than a
different ROC curve having a smaller AUC number.
Though, when comparing together two or more ROC curves using the AUC measure, the curve
with the greater AUC is truly more accurate (when averaged over all detection thresholds).
However, keep the point in mind that sometimes it is more important for a curve to be ―above‖
another (to dominate) over certain entire regions of the graph, than for one curve to have a
greater AUC than another.
In spite of its drawback of sometimes being ambiguous or even misleading (as mentioned
previously), the AUC has a satisfying intuitive meaning. In fact, the AUC is equivalent to the
probability of correctly identifying the signal, given a forced-choice test where one must choose
which event is more likely to contain a signal, out of one randomly chosen signal event, and one
randomly chosen noise event. If the AUC is, say, 0.88, then there is an 88% chance that given
two randomly selected alternatives (one signal and one noise), the correct one will be identified
as signal. This measure reflects the inherent difficulty of the detection task while using a
particular signal detector. Note, however, that the intuitive interpretation assumes that signal and
noise events generally occur in equal amounts; whenever this is not true, the final number for
accuracy will differ, being dependent upon the signal: noise ratio as well. ( Maxion and Roberts,
2004 ) .

3.4 Summary
In this chapter we clarified the main aspects of both classification models validation and
evaluation of models performance. We

discussed methods of validation such as hold out

method, k–fold cross validation method which is commonly used in the case of 10- fold cross
validation method and leave one out cross validation. Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV)
is a special case of k-fold cross-validation where k equals the number of instances in the data.
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The training data error refer to an inaccurate performance in future data. We also explained
evaluation of models performance criteria like predictive accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity.
we computed the classifier from same training data. ROC graph is a useful technique for
organizing classifiers and visualizing their performance.
.
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Chapter Four
Data Analysis And Discuss Result
4.1 Introduction:
This chapter discusses the application of the study by applying the statistical analysis for
getting the results which will be interpreted to achieve the aims of this study. This chapter
discusses the sample of the study and relation between variables for describing the study. The
main idea of this chapter is measuring the effect of the independent variables on children work
status in Palestine using MLR method and LDA method and comparing the results of the two
methods by classification table and area under rock curve for getting the best model.
4.2 Description of the data :
The data of this study has been taken from the " Child Labor Survey in the Palestinian
Society " that has been gathered by the Palestinian Central Bureau of Statistics (PCBS) in 2004.
The aim of all this survey is to study the Child Labor in the Palestinian society. The survey data
has been obtained through direct communication with the PCBS's officials according to a
special collaboration agreement between PCBS and Al-Azhar University – Gaza.
After filtering the data, the size of sample consist of 25325 children ( working children and not
working children ).
Dataset contains 13 variables. We are interested on Work Status variable. This variable has
been used as a dependent variable in this analysis. It involves three categories (Not work, Paid
work, and Unpaid Family Member ). The goal is to find the best model which can describe the
relationship between different types of Work Status and

other factors that can be

considered as independent variables and have effects on each dependent variable.

4.3 Concepts and Definitions (PCBS, 2004 )


Child: Completed years age at the time of the interview is 17 years. For the survey
purpose we targeted on children aged (5-17) years.



Head of Household: The person who usually lives with the household and is recognized
as head of household by its other members. Often this person is the main decision maker
or responsible for financial support and welfare of the household at the time the survey is
conducted
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Working Child: Child aged 5-17 years who was worked at least one hour either for pay

(cash or in-kind), or unpaid family workers during the reference period, or at least two months
uring last 12 months. Working children are classified according to status in employment as
follows:
1. Paid Work: A child who works for a public or private employer and receives remuneration in
wage, salary, commission, tips, piece-rates or pay in kind or a child who operates his or her own
economic enterprise or engages independently in a profession or trade, and hires no employees .
2. Unpaid Family Member: A child who works without pay in an economic enterprise operated
by a related person living in the same household.

4.4 Preliminary Analysis
4.4.1 Dependent variable.
The dependent variable (Work Status) has three categories (Not Work, Paid Work, Unpaid
Family Member )
Table (4.1 ): Frequencies for Employment Status Categories

Categories

Frequency

Valid Percent

Not Work

24332

96.1

Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member
Total

318
675
25325

1.3
2.7
100.0

Table (4.1) demonstrates

that 96.1 % of persons are Not Work,

and 2.7 % are Unpaid Family Member.
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1.3 % are Paid Work

4.4.2 Independent variables
Table (4.2) :The Independent variables(Source: PCBS, 2004)

Variable
Name

Description

Income

Income groups in NIS

Id7

Type of locality

Wbgs

Region

Aattendan

Value Label

Attending School

School_1

Years of schooling for head of house hold

Empsta_1

Employment status for head of household

Pwork

Place of Work for head of household

Indust_1

Industry group for head of household

A02

Gender

Empch

Labor Force Status for head of household

A11

Refugee status

Age

Age

Table (4.2)

1.Less than 1000 NIS
2.1000- < 1500 NIS
3.1500- < 2500 NIS
4. 2500 NIS and more
1. Urban
2. Rural
3.Camp
1. West Bank
2. Gaza Strip
1.Attending school
2. Not attending school
1. Nothing
2. 1-6 years
3. 7-9 Years
4. 10-12 Years
5. 13 and more
1. Employer (employ others)
2. On own account
3. Employee
4. Unpaid family member
1. West Bank
2. Gaza Strip
3. Inside the Green Line
4. Other
1. Agriculture
2. Manufacturing
3.Construction
4. Commerce, Hotels and Restaurants
5. Transport ,Storage and
communication
6. Services
1. Male
2. Female
1. Employment
2. Unemployment
3. Outside Labor Force
1. Refugee
2. Non Refugee
5 – 17

describe all variables in the study. There are 12 independent variables. All of

them are nominal.
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4.4.3 Descriptive statistics of the Data

Table (4.3) : Descriptive statistics of the Data

Empstat
Variable
name

Wbgs

Categories

West Bank
Gaza Strip
Total

Unpaid
Total
Not Work
Paid Work
Family
Member
14203 (56.08%) 200 (0.79%) 536 (2.12%) 14939 (59%)
10129 (39.99%) 118(0.47%) 139 (0.55%) 10386 (41%)
24332 (96.07%)
13060 (51.57%)
7110 (28.08%)
4162(16.43%)

318 (1.26%)
202 (0.8%)
68 (0.27%)
48 (0.19%)

675 (2.64%)
239 (0.94%)
377 (1.49%)
59 (0.23%)

25325 (100%)
13501 (53.3%)
7555 (29.8%)
4269 (16.9%)

24332 (96.07%)
Less than 1000 NIS 8400(33.17%)
1000-1500 NIS
4158(16.42%)
Income
1500-2500 NIS
5994(23.67%)
groups in
NIS
2500 NIS and more 5780(22.82%)
Total
24332 (96.07%)

318 (1.26%)
133(0.53%)
46(0.18%)
78(0.31%)
61(0.24%)

675 (2.64%)
266(1.05%)
135(0.53%)
158(0.62%)
116(0.46%)

25325 (100%)
8799(34.8%)
4339(17.1%)
6230(24.6%)
5957(23.5%)

Id7

.Aattendan

Urban
Rural
Camp
Total

Attending school 22087(87.21%) 116(0.46%) 556(2.19%) 22759(89.9%)
Not attending school 2245(8.86%) 202(0.79%) 119(0.47%) 2566(10.1%)
24332 (96.07%) 318 (1.26%) 675 (2.64%) 25325 (100%)
Total
Refugee

A11

School_1

318 (1.26%) 675 (2.64%) 25325 (100%)

Non Refugee

Total
Nothing
1-6 years
7-9 Years
10-12 Years
13 and more
Total

10714(42.31%)
13618(53.77%)
24332 (96.07%)
302(1.19%)
5850(23.1%)
6153(24.3%)
6804(26.87%)
5223(20.62%)

24332 (96.07%)
Employer
2432(9.6%)
On own account
5040(19.9%)
Empsta_1
Employee
16654(65.76%)
Unpaid family member 206(0.81%)
Total
24332 (96.07%)
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129(0.51%)
189(0.75%)
318 (1.26%)
6(0.02%)
135(0.53%)
99(0.39%)

176(0.69%)
499(1.97%)
675 (2.64%)
22(.09%)
197(0.78%)
152(0.6%)

11019(43.5%)
14306(56.5%)
25325 (100%)
330(1.3%)
6182(24.4%)
6404(25.3%)

58(0.23%) 201(0.79%)
20(0.08%) 103(0.41%)

7063(27.9%)
5346(21.1%)

318 (1.26%)
37(0.15%)
69(0.27%)
208(0.82%)
4(0.02%)

675 (2.64%)
119(0.47%)
325(1.28%)
193(0.76%)
38(0.15%)

25325 (100%)
2588(10.2%)
5434(21.5%)
17055(67.3%)
248(1%)

318 (1.26%) 675 (2.64%) 25325 (100%)

Agriculture

2114(8.35%) 332(0.13%) 237(0.94%)

2384(9.4%)

Manufacturing

2440(9.63%)

26(0.1%)

64(0.25%)

2530(10%)

Construction

4431(14.5%)

37(0.15%)

83(0.33%)

4551(18%)

Indust_1 Commerce, Hotels and 3923(15.49%)

46(0.18%) 142(0.56%)

Restaurants
Transport ,Storage and 1729(6.83%)
22(0.9%)
25(0.1%)
communication
Services
9695(38.28%) 154(0.61%) 124(0.49%)

Total
Male
A02

Female

Pwork

1776(7%)

9973(39.4%)
24332 (96.07%) 318 (1.26%) 675 (2.64%) 25325 (100%)
12058(47.61%) 304(1.2%) 577(2.28%) 12939(51.1%)
12274(48.47%) 14(0.06%) 98(0.39%) 12386(48.9%)

Total

Empch

4111(16.2%)

24332 (96.07%) 318 (1.26%)
Employment
17683(69.82%) 178(0.7%)
Unemployment
3551(14.02%) 68(0.27%)
Outside Labor Force 3098(12.23%) 72(0.28%)
Total
24332 (96.07%) 318 (1.26%)
West Bank
11424(45.11%) 165(0.65%)
Gaza Strip
8549(33.76%) 110(0.43%)
Inside the Green Line 4241(16.75%) 43(0.17%)
Other
118(0.47%)
0 (0%)
Total
24332 (96.07%) 318 (1.26%)

675 (2.64%)
585(2.31%)
42(0.17%)
48(0.19%)
675 (2.64%)
475(1.88%)
130(0.51%)
70(0.28%)
0 (0%)
675 (2.64%)

25325 (100%)
18446(72.8%)
3661(14.5%)
3218(12.7%)
25325 (100%)
12064(47.6%)
8789(34.7%)
4354(17.2%)
118(0.5%)
25325 (100%)

4.5 Statistical Analysis using LDA
4.5.1 Testing LDA assumptions
It is important to examine the group and data characteristics that may affect the performance of
LDA

method. But we cannot examine all tests such as the normality test because the

independent variables are Descriptive variables. Here the sample size is large, This is consistent
with the terms of the LDA.
There are test for Covariance Matrix Equality and Test for Collinearity as shown blew.
a) Test for Covariance Matrix Equality
The Box's M tests the assumption of equality of variance-covariance matrices in the
groups. The "Rank" column indicates the number of independent variables in this case. Since
discriminant analysis assumes homogeneity of covariance matrices between groups, we would
like to see the determinants be relatively equal.
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Table (4.4) : Log Determinants

Work status
Not Work
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member
Pooled within-groups

Rank

Log Determinant

12
12
12
12

-6.319-8.802-8.355-6.321-

Table (4.4) demonstrates that the larger the log determinant in the table means the more the
group's covariance matrix differ , Paid Work standard group is the largest Log determinant
(-8.802) , The "Rank" column indicates the number of independent variables . In this case we
have ( 12 ) independent variables

Table (4.5) : Test Results

Box's M
Approx
df1
F
df2
Sig.

2109.017
13.389
156
2481616.891
.000

Box's M Tests null hypothesis of equal population covariance matrices. In this case
Box's M is significant, Box's M =2109.017, p-value < .05 . So we can reject the
hypothesis that the groups covariance matrices are equal. However, with adequate
sample sizes (n=25325) a significant value is often interpreted as not being of major
importance and will affect the accuracy of classification. In this case given the
sample size is large, we will continue with the interpretation.

b) Test for Collinearity
The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) measures the impact of collinearity among the
variables. The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is (1/Tolerance), it is always greater than
or equal to 1. There is no formal VIF value for determining presence of multicollinearity.
Values of VIF that exceed 5 are often regarded as indicating multicollinearity, but in
weaker models values above 2.5 may be a cause for concern. When VIF is high there is
high multicollinearity and instability of the b and beta coefficients. It is often difficult to
sort this out. In table (4.6) all values of VIF < 5, We can say Non-multicollinearity
between independent variables.
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Table (4.6) : Collinearity Statistics

Collinearity Statistics
Tolerance
VIF

Model
Wbgs
Aattendan

.617
.949
.843
.838
.656
.845
.709
.998
.944
.771
.895
.825

Empch

School_1
Pwork
Empsta_1
Indust_1
A02
A03
Age
ID7
Income groups in NIS

1.622
1.054
1.187
1.194
1.524
1.183
1.410
1.002
1.059
1.297
1.117
1.213

4.5.2 Wilks' Lambda
Wilks‘ Lambda is the ratio of within-groups sums of squares to the total sums of
squares. This is the proportion of the total variance in the discriminant scores not explained
by differences among groups. A lambda of 1.00 occurs when observed group means are
equal (all the variance is explained by factors other than difference between those means),
while a small lambda occurs when within-groups variability is small compared to the total
variability.

A small

lambda indicates that group means appear to differ. The associated

significance value indicate whether the difference is significant .
There are three groups Therefore number of function equal two.
Table (4.7) : Wilks' Lambda

Test of Function(s) Wilks' Lambda Chi-square

df

Sig.

1 through 2
2

24
11

.000
.000

.872
.975

3470.767
643.859

Table (4.7) shows that the discriminant function 1 is significant (p-value=.000) and function 2
is significant (p-value=.000) at the .05 level. Function1 through 2 is better than function2
because, it has small value of Wilks Lambda (0.872).
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4.5.3 Eigenvalues
The Eigenvalues Table (4.8) provide information regarding the two discriminant
functions produced by the analysis.

Note that only two discriminations are needed to

separate between three groups. The square of the canonical correlation provides an index
of the overall model fit, which is interpreted as the proportion of variance explained (Rsquared).
Table (4.8) : Eigenvalues

Function

Eigenvalue

Variance %

Cumulative
%`

Canonical
Correlation

1
2

.118a
.026a

82.1
17.9

82.1
100.0

.325
.158

Table (4.8) shows the first function has a canonical correlation of 0. 118, thus the first
model explains 82.1 % of variance among the three groups. The second function has a lower
canonical correlation (0.026) and explains only 17.9 % of the variation in the dependent variable.
4.5.4 Tests of Equality of Group Means
The Wilks‘ lambda and the F ratio are used to test the equality of means of the groups
for the same variable. The Wilks‘ lambda for the each predictor is equal to the ratio of the within
group sum of squares to the total sum of squares. It is estimated from one way analysis of
variance by considering

status variable as independent variable and the predictor variable as

dependent variable. The Wilks‘ lambda is also known as U statistic
Table (4.9) : Tests of equality of group means

Variable
Wbgs
Aattendan
Empch

School_1
Pwork

Empsta_1
Indust_1
A02
Age
A11
Id7
Income groups in NIS

Wilks'
Lambda

F

Sig.

.995
.958
.996
.996
.995
.992
.988
.977
.974
.997
.999
.999

61.370
552.580
49.177
55.308
58.453
102.477
157.556
304.361
342.456
43.803
9.726
11.600

.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
.000
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Table (4.9) Shows that all of the means of the variables have significant differences between the
groups. The lowest Wilks‘ lambda presents highest importance in the discriminant function.
Hence, the most important variable in discriminant function is ( Aattendin Shool ) and the
lowest important variable is the (Income groups in NIS) is exactly supported by the p value of
the F-test.
4.5.5 Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients :
The Standardized Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients provide an index
of the relative importance of the predictor variables Table (4.10) in the same way that
standardized regression coefficients are interpreted. The larger the absolute value the more
important. The sign indicates direction of the relationship . Here, in function one, the strongest
variable is " Aattendan " (0. 719) , followed by " Age " (0. 671), and the weakest variable is
" Id7 " (0.016). In function two the strongest predictor is " Indust_1 " variable with value
(0.561), The second one is " Aattendan " variable with value (0.456), To the last variable
" Income" with value (0.000) .
Table (4.10) :Standardized Canonical Discriminant
Function Coefficients

Independent variables

Function

Wbgs
Aattendan
Empch

School_1
Pwork
Empsta_1
Indust_1
A02
Age
A11
Id7
Income groups in NIS

1

2

-.040.719
-.031-.102-.105-.104-.106-.449.671
.042
.016
-.025-

.041
.456
.184
-.114.235
.223
.561
.278
.005
-.208-.259.000

4.5.6 Structure Matrix
It is obvious from Table (4.11) that the independent variables ( Aattendan , Age , A02,
School_1 ) are more correlated with the first function. Whereas, the independent variables
( Industr_1, Empsta_1 , Empch , Wbgs , Pwork, A11 , Id7 and Income groups in NIS) are more
correlated with the second function.
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Table (4.11) : Structure Matrix

Function
1
Aattendan
Age
A02
School_1
Indust_1
Empsta_1
Empch
Wbgs
Pwork
A11
Id7
Income groups in NIS

2
*

.569
.478*
-.434-*
-.191-*
-.136-.155.033
-.132-.138.110
-.010-.079-

.458
-.044.263
-.054.631*
.452*
.382*
.329*
.302*
-.281-*
-.171-*
.085*

4.5.7 The Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients
The ‗Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients‘ indicate the unstandardized
scores concerning the independent variables. It is the list of coefficients of the
unstandardized discriminant equation. Each subject‘s discriminant score would be computed
by entering his or her variable values (raw data) for each of the variables in the equation.
Table (4.12) : Canonical Discriminant Function Coefficients

Independent variables

Function

Wbgs
Aattendan
Empch
School_1
Pwork
Empsta_1
Indust_1
A02
Age
A11
Id7
Income groups in NIS
(Constant)

1

2

-.0832.434
-.044-.092-.138-.153-.061-.909.191
.085
.021
-.021-2.158-

.083
1.544
.262
-.103.309
.328
.324
.563
.001
-.421-.344.000
-4.201-

Table (4.12) contains two discriminant function. the unstandardized discriminant function
coefficients are the following
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D1 = - 2.158 – 0. 083 (Wbgs) + 2.434 (Aattendan) – 0.044 (Empch) – 0.092 (School_1) – 0.138
(Pwork ) – 0.153 (Empsta_1) – 0.061 (Indust_1) – 0.909 (A02) + 0.191 (Age) + 0.085 A11 +
0.021 (Id7) – 0.021 (Income groups in NIS)
D2 = -4.201 + 0. 083 (Wbgs) + 1.544 (Aattendan) + 0.262 (Empch) – 0.103 (School_1) + 0.309
(Pwork ) + 0.328 (Empsta_1) + 0.324 (Indust_1) + 0.563 (A02) + 0.001 (Age) – 0.421 A11 –
0.344 (Id7)
4.5.8 Classification Results
‗Classification Results‘ is a simple summary of number and percent of subjects
classified correctly and incorrectly
Table (4.13) : Classification Results

Work status

Count
Original
%

Count
Crossvalidatedb
%

Not Work
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member
Not Work
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member
Not Work
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member
Not Work
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member

Predicted Group Membership
Not Work Paid Work Unpaid Family
Member
17939
45
160
73.7
14.2
23.7
17934
45
165
73.7
14.2
24.4

1489
206
117
6.1
64.8
17.3
1494
204
117
6.1
64.2
17.3

4904
67
398
20.2
21.1
59.0
4904
69
393
20.2
21.7
58.2

Total

24332
318
675
100.0
100.0
100.0
24332
318
675
100.0
100.0
100.0

a. 73.2% of original grouped cases correctly classified.

According to the results shown in Table (4.13)

it is seen that 73.2% of respondents were

classified correctly into Not Work, Paid Work, or Unpaid Family Member. Not Work were
classified with higher accuracy 73.7% (17939 / 24332 × 100 % ) than Paid Work (64.8%). The
third category (Unpaid Family Member) with percentage accuracy of (59%).
Classification results are good in both categories (Paid Work and Unpaid Family Member)
because of the small size of the two categories in comparison with the third category (Not Work).
By applying Leave-one-out cross-validation approach, it gives similar result to the classification
table.
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4.6 Statistical Analysis using MLR
4.6.1 Building MLR Model
In this subsection multinomial logistic regression analysis was performed on
the child labor data set. The presence of a relationship between the dependent variable
and combination of independent variables is based on the statistical significance of the final
model chi-square .

Table (4.14) : Model Fitting Information

Model
AIC
Intercept Only
Final

Model Fitting Criteria
Likelihood Ratio Tests
BIC
-2 Log Likelihood Chi-Square df Sig.

9064.997 9081.276
6222.228 6678.043

9060.997
6110.228

2950.769
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.000

In this case a relationship between the dependent and independent variables. The presence of a
relationship between the dependent and combination of independent variables is based on the
statistical significance of the final model chi-square in the table (4.14); termed model fitting
information. In this analysis, the distribution reveals that the probability of the model chi-square
(2950.769) was 0.00, less than the level of significance of 0.05 . The null hypothesis that there
was no difference between the model without independent variables and the model with
independent variables was rejected. As evidenced in table (4.14) this suggested that the existence
of a relationship between the independent variables and the dependent variable was supported,
hence accepting the alternative hypothesis.
The Goodness-of-Fit table provides two measures that can be used to assess how well the model
fits the data, as shown in table (4.15) it is necessary to first state the null hypothesis and the
alternative hypothesis, choose a significance level (such as α = 0.05) and determine the critical
value.

Table (4.15) : Goodness-of-Fit

Chi-Square
Pearson
Deviance

35941.375
5728.634

`
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df
36744
36744

Sig.
1.000
1.000

In Table (4.15) gives Pearson Chi-Square statistic as 35941.375. The p-value associated with
this statistic is 1.00 and so we therefore accept null hypothesis . We conclude that the model fits
very well.
In multinomial logistic regression you can also consider measures that are similar to R 2 in
ordinary least-squares linear regression, which is the proportion of variance that can be explained
by the model. In multinomial logistic regression, however, these are pseudo R2 measures and
there is more than one, although none are easily interpretable. Nonetheless, they are calculated
and shown below in the Pseudo R-Square table

Table (4.16) : Pseudo R-Square

Cox and Snell

.110

Nagelkerke

.348

McFadden

.307

According to the results shown in table (4.16), it is seen that independent variables
define 11 % of the variance in dependent variables ( the proportion of variance of the response
variable explained by the predictors) according to Cox &Snell R2value, 34.8 % according to
Nagelkerke R2 value, and 30.7 % according to McFadden R2 value.

likelihood ratio test
The likelihood ratio test evaluates the overall relationship between an independent
variable and dependent variables. The statistics in the Likelihood Ratio Tests in table (4.17) are
the same types as those reported for the null and full models above in the Model Fitting
Information table. Here however, each element of the model is being compared to the full model
in such a way as to allow the research to determine if it (each element) should be included in the
full model. In other words, does each element (predictor) contributed meaningfully to the full
effect .
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Table (4.17) : likelihood ratio test

Effect

Intercept
A03
Wbgs
Attendan
Empch_1
School_1
Pwork_1
Empsta_1
Indust_1
A02
A11
Id7
Income

Model Fitting
Criteria
-2 Log Likelihood of
Reduced Model
6110.228a
6812.971
6125.627
6569.871
6154.011
6138.063
6127.413
6301.174
6229.942
6750.266
6117.775
6172.091
6125.005

Likelihood Ratio Tests
Chi-Square

df

Sig.

.000
702.743
15.399
459.642
43.783
27.835
17.184
190.946
119.714
640.038
7.546
61.862
14.777

0
2
2
2
4
8
6
6
10
2
2
4
6

.
.000
.000
.000
.000
.001
.009
.000
.000
.000
.023
.000
.022

To be clear, if the p-value is less than your established cutoff (generally 0.05) for a predictor then
that predictor contributes significantly to the full (final) model. According

to

the

results

shown in Table (4-16), it is seen that there is a statistically significant relationship
between all the independent variables and the dependent variable .
4.6.2 Interpretation of the odds ratio of the Parameter Estimation
A multinomial logistic regression model has been constructed for this dependent variable
using the most appropriate independent variables. We now display the most important
independent variables in the model. The "exp(b)'' column in SPSS's label for odds ratio of the
explanatory variables with the response variable, it is predicted change in odds for a unit increase
in the corresponding explanatory variable. Odds ratios less than 1 correspond to decreases and
odds ratio more than 1.0 correspond to increases. Odds ratios close to 1.0 indicates that
unit changes in that explanatory variable does not affect the response variable. Sometimes,
the variable is significant but some variable categories aren`t significant. The model contains
the significant variable categories only.
Notice that only 2 of the 3 categories of Child work status are shown in the blew tables (Paid
Work and Unpaid Family Member). This is because the other value (Not work) acts as the
reference category. Thus the parameters in the ―Paid Work‖ part of the table refer to the odds of
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Paid Work relative to Not Work. The parameters in the ―Unpaid Family Member‖ part of the
table refer to the odds of being Unpaid Family Member, once again relative to Not Work.
1-Locality Type variable
Notice in table (4.18) that there are parameters against only 2 of the Type of locality categories:
id7=1 (Urban), id7=2 (Rural) and id7=3 (camp). Unpaid Family Member odds ratio for Rural
(id7=2) is 1.626 which means that the chance of a child from Rural of being Paid Work is 1.626
more than the child from camp.
Table (4.18) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus Locality Type

Response variable
Paid Work

Unpaid Family Member

Variable
[Id7=1]
[Id7=2]
[Id7=3]
[Id7=1]
[Id7=2]
[Id7=3]

B
.083
-.4610b
-.209.486
0b

Std. Error
.203
.247
.
.166
.176
.

Wald
.169
3.474
.
1.583
7.630
.

Df
1
1
0
1
1
0

Sig.
.681
.062
.
.208
.006
.

Exp(B)
1.087
.630
.
.811
1.626
.

2- Region (Wbgs) variable Categories
In table (4.19). Paid Work odds ratio for West bank (wbgs=1) is 2.831which means that the
chance of a child from the West bank of being Paid Work is about 3 times more than the child
from Gaza strip.
Also Unpaid Family Member odds ratio for West bank (wbgs=1) is 2.783 which means that the
chance of a child from the West bank of being Unpaid Family Member is 2.783 more than the
child from Gaza strip.

Table (4.19) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus Region

Response variable

Variable
[Wbgs=1]
Paid Work
[Wbgs=2]
[Wbgs=1]
Unpaid Family Member
[Wbgs=2]

B
1.041
0b
1.023
0b
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Std. Error
.433
.
.368
.

Wald
5.763
.
7.732
.

Df
1
0
1
0

Sig.
.016
.
.005
.

Exp(B)
2.831
.
2.783
.

3- Attend variable
In table (4.20), Paid Work odds ratio for children who are attending school is 2.831which means
that the chance of a child who are attending school of being Paid Work is .062 times less than
the child who are not attending school.
Unpaid Family Member odds ratio for children who are attending school is 0.363 which means
that the chance of a child who are attending school of being Unpaid Family Member is 0.363
less than the child who are not attending school.
Table (4.20) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus Attend

Response variable
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member

Variable
[Attendan=1]
[Attendan=2]
[Attendan=1]
[Attendan=2]

B
-2.7750b
-1.0120b

Std. Error
.135
.
.118
.

Wald
421.02
.
74.195
.

Df
1
0
1
0

Sig.
.000
.
.000
.

Exp(B)
.062
.
.363
.

4- Labor Force Status variable
The variable Empch_1in table (4.21) divided to 1. Employment 2. Unemployment 3. Outside
Labor Force.
The odds ratio for variable Empch_1=1 is 2.183 so the chance of a child who are their of the
head of household Employment of being Unpaid Family Member is 2.183 times more than the
child who their of the head of household Outside Labor Force.
Table (4.21) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus Labor Force Status

Response variable
Paid Work

Unpaid Family Member

Variable
[Empch_1=1]
[Empch_1=2]
[Empch_1=3]
[Empch_1=1]
[Empch_1=2]
[Empch_1=3]

B
.148
.271
0b
.781
-.1150b

Std. Error
.199
.215
.
.186
.230
.

Wald
.553
1.596
.
17.665
.249
.

Df
1
1
0
1
1
0

Sig.
.457
.207
.
.000
.618
.

Exp(B)
1.160
1.311
.
2.183
.892
.

5-Years of schooling for head of house hold variable (school_1)
The variable school_1 in table (4.22) divided to 1. Nothing 2. 1-6 years 3. 7-9 Years 4. 10-12
Years 5. 13 and more .
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The odds ratio for variable school_1=2 is 2.993 so the chance of children whose household
education level 1-6 Years and who works as paid work are more about 3 from children whose
household education level more than 13 Years.
The odds ratio for variable school_1=3 is 3.026 so the chance of children whose household
education level 7-9 Years and who works as paid work are more about 3 from children whose
household education level more than 13 Years.
The odds ratio for variable school_1=4 is 2.101 so the chance of children whose household
education level 10-12 Years and who works as paid work are more about 2 from children whose
household education level more than 13 Years.
Table (4.22) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus school_1

Response variable

Paid Work

Unpaid Family Member

Variable
[School_1=1]
[School_1=2]
[School_1=3]
[School_1=4]
[School_1=5]
[School_1=1]
[School_1=2]
[School_1=3]
[School_1=4]
[School_1=5]

B
.513
1.096
1.107
.742
0b
.145
-.033-.072.117
0b

Std. Error
.538
.270
.273
.279
.
.280
.140
.143
.134
.

Wald
.910
16.470
16.429
7.055
.
.267
.056
.256
.759
.

Df
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0

Sig.
.340
.000
.000
.008
.
.606
.813
.613
.384
.

Exp(B)
1.671
2.993
3.026
2.101
.
1.156
.967
.930
1.124
.

6- Employment status for head of household variable
In table (4.23), the variable empsta_1 describes the work statues of the head of household to 1.
Employer 2. On own account 3. Employee 4. Unpaid family member
For response variable Unpaid Family Member, The output below indicates that the odds ratio for
[empsta_1=2] is 0. 209 which means that the chance of a child whose household is an employer
and who works as Unpaid Family Member is less 0.209 than a child whose head of household is
unpaid family member
And that the odds ratio for [empsta_1=2] is 0.189 which means that the chance of a child whose
head of household is an On own account is less 0.189 than a child whose head of household is
unpaid family member.
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Table (4.23) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus empsta_1

Response variable

Variable
B
[Empsta_1=1]
.519
[Empsta_1=2]
.068
Paid Work
[Empsta_1=3]
.179
[Empsta_1=4]
0b
[Empsta_1=1] -1.565[Empsta_1=2] -1.667Unpaid Family Member
[Empsta_1=3] -2.827[Empsta_1=4]
0b

Std. Error Wald
.610
.723
.593
.013
.576
.096
.
.
.243
41.331
.228
53.588
.230
150.681
.
.

Df
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0

Sig.
.395
.909
.757
.
.000
.000
.000
.

Exp(B)
1.680
1.070
1.196
.
.209
.189
.059
.

7- Industry group for head of household variable
Table (4.24) Industry_1 has six categories, 1- Agriculture, 2- Manufacturing, 3- Construction, 4
-Commerce, Hotels and Restaurant, 5- Transport, Storage, and 6- Services
For response Wage Employee, the odds ratio of Industry_1 as Manufacturing is .585
which means that the chance of a child whose household works in Manufacturing and who
works as Paid Work is less 0.585 than a child whose head of household works in Services.
For response Unpaid Family Member, the odds ratio of Industry_1 as Agriculture is 3.158
which means that the chance of a child whose household works in Agriculture and who works as
Unpaid Family Member is more 0.585 than a child whose head of household works in Services
Table (4.24) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus Industry_1

Response variable

Variable
[Indust_1=1]
[Indust_1=2]
[Indust_1=3]
Paid Work
[Indust_1=4]
[Indust_1=5]
[Indust_1=6]
[Indust_1=1]
[Indust_1=2]
[Indust_1=3]
Unpaid Family Member
[Indust_1=4]
[Indust_1=5]
[Indust_1=6]

B
.152
-.537-.333-.167-.2760b
1.150
.299
.147
.432
-.5940b
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Std. Error
.264
.263
.241
.234
.284
.
.164
.185
.182
.164
.247
.

Wald
.332
4.177
1.906
.505
.945
.
49.395
2.628
.649
6.961
5.766
.

Df
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0

Sig.
.564
.041
.167
.477
.331
.
.000
.105
.420
.008
.016
.

Exp(B)
1.165
.585
.717
.847
.759
.
3.158
1.349
1.158
1.540
.552
.

8- Gender variable categories
For dependent variable Paid Work, Odds ratio in table (4.25) variable A02=1 (male) is 21.875 so
we can say that the chance of a male child of being Paid Work is more 21.875 than the female
child.
For dependent variable Unpaid Family Member, Odds ratio in table (4.25) variable a02=1 (male)
is 6.642 so we can say that the chance of a male child of being Unpaid Family Member is more
6.642 than the female child.
Table (4.25) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus gender

Response variable
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member

Variable
[A02=1]
[A02=2]
[A02=1]
[A02=2]

B
3.085
0b
1.893
0b

Std. Error Wald
.279
122.37
.
.
.114
277.235
.
.

Df
1
0
1
0

Sig.
.000
.
.000
.

Exp(B)
21.875
.
6.642
.

9- Refugee status variable`
For dependent variable Unpaid Family Member, Odds ratio in table (4.25) variable A11=1.00
(Refugee) is 0.75 so we can say that the chance of a Refugee child of being Unpaid Family
Member is less 0.75 than the female child.
Table(4.26) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus A11

Response variable
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member

Variable
[A11=1.00]
[A11=2.00]
[A11=1.00]
[A11=2.00]

B
-.0920b
-.2880b

Std. Error
.152
.
.107
.

Wald
.369
.
7.156
.

Df
1
0
1
0

Sig.
.543
.
.007
.

Exp(B)
.912
.
.750
.

10- Income variable
Unpaid Family Member odds ratio for [ Income=2] is 1.495 which means that The chance of
children who work as Unpaid Family Member and their family income is [ Income=2] is 1.495
more than children who their family income is [Income=4] as shown in table (4.27).
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Table(4.27) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus income

Response variable

Paid Work

Unpaid Family Member

Variable
[Income=1]
[Income=2]
[Income=3]
[Income=4]
[Income=1]
[Income=2]
[Income=3]
[Income=4]

B
.300
-.018.118
0b
.111
.402
.263
0b

Std. Error
.197
.227
.201
.
.130
.140
.132
.

Wald
2.332
.006
.342
.
.734
8.211
3.954
.

Df
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0

Sig.
.127
.938
.558
.
.392
.004
.047
.

Exp(B)
1.350
.983
1.125
.
1.117
1.495
1.301
.

11- Place of work for head of household variable
Table(4.28) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus Pwork_1

Response variable

Paid Work

Unpaid Family Member

Variable
[Pwork_1=1]
[Pwork_1=2]
[Pwork_1=3]
[Pwork_1=4]
[Pwork_1=1]
[Pwork_1=2]
[Pwork_1=3]
[Pwork_1=4]

B
14.655
15.383
14.364
0b
15.817
16.499
15.976
0b

Std. Error
.232
.420
.000
.
.171
.366
.000
.

Wald
3981.64
1341.90
.
.
8571.04
2037.19
.
.

Df
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0

Sig.
.000
.000
.
.
.000
.000
.
.

Exp(B)
2314755.6
4796680.1
1730542.6
.
7401157.7
14638242.
8677787.3
.

Sig.
.000
.000
.000
.000

Exp(B)

12- Age variable
Table(4.29) : The parameter estimates of response variable versus Age

Response variable

Variable
Intercept
Paid Work
Age
Intercept
Unpaid Family Member
Age

B
Std. Error Wald
-26.181.925
801.88
.370
.024
243.34
-22.112.527
1760.60
.201
.012
261.558
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Df
1
1
1
1

1.447
1.222

4.6.3 Estimates MLR Models
The Parameter Estimates table, shows the logistic coefficient (B) for each predictor
variable for each alternative category of the outcome variable. Alternative category meaning, not
the reference category. The logistic coefficient is the expected amount of change in the logit for
each one unit change in the predictor. The logit is what is being predicted; it is the odds of
membership in the category of the outcome variable which has been specified. the null
hypothesis is that all of the regression coefficients in the model are equal to zero. An important
feature of the multinomial logit model is that it estimates k-1 models, where k is the number of
levels of the outcome variable, since the parameter estimates are relative to the referent group

Table ( 4.30 ): MLR Model (1) Paid Work

Intercept

Age

[Wbgs=1]

[Attendan=1]

[School_1=2]

[School_1=3]

-26.181

0.37

1.041

[Pwork_1=1]

[Pwork_1=2]

1.096
[A02=1]

1.107

[School_1=4]

-2.775
[Indust_1=2]

742

14.655

15.383

-.537

3.085

Table ( 4.31 ): MLR Model (2) Unpaid Family Member

Intercept

Age

[Wbgs=1]

[Attendan=1]

[Empch_1=1]

[Pwork_1=1]

-22.112

0.201

1.023

-1.012

.781

15.817

[Pwork_1=2]

[Empsta_1=1]

[Empsta_1=2]

[Empsta_1=3]

[Indust_1=1]

[Indust_1=4]

16.499

-1.565

-1.667

-2.827

1.15

.432

[Indust_1=5]

[A02=1]

[A11=1]

[Id7=2]

[Income=2]

[Income=3]

-.594

3.085

-.288

.486

.402

.263

4.6.4 Classification Results
Table (4.30) indicates that the model can correctly predict the highest percentage for Not
Work category (99.7%). The lowest percentage is for Paid Work category (15.7%) . The
third category Unpaid Family Member has percentage accuracy of (5%). The model can
predict for work status with overall percentage accuracy of (96.2 %)
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Table (4.32) : Classification Using MLR Method

Observed

Predicted
Unpaid
Paid Work
Family
Member
39
27
50
8
13
34
0.4%
0.3%

Not Work

Not Work
Paid Work
Unpaid Family Member
Overall Percentage

24266
260
628
99.3%

Percent
Correct
99.7%
15.7%
5.0%
96.2%

4.7 Comparison Between Classification Methods
We can see from the comparison between the two statistical method below that comparison
based on both the classification table and the ROC curves .
4.7.1 Comparison with Classification Table
Table (4.33) shows the classification results of the two statistical methods (MLR and LDA) for
dependent child labor status

Table (4.33) : Classification Result of Two Statistical Methods

Categories

MLR

LDA

Not Work

99.7%

73.7%

Paid Work

15.7%

64.8%

Unpaid Family Member

5%

59%

Classification of model

96.2%

73.2%

/
Table (4.33) indicates that the MLR model can correctly classify the first category Not
Work with accuracy (96.2%) compared to (73.7%) for DA model . At the second category Paid
Work, Correct classification accuracy of MLR model (15.7%) is less than the DA model
(64.8%%) . At the last category Unpaid Family Member, Correct classification accuracy of
MLR model (5%) compared to (59%) for DA model. As we can see from the table (4.33)
results, the correct classification rates for all categories by the MLR model is better than DA
model. Table (4.33) shows the comparison between the two models in terms of their accuracy
rate using cross-validation with random one observation omitted at each time methods .
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4.7.2 Comparison with ROC Curves
To compare the two models using the ROC curves, Table (4.34) shows the area under the
ROC curve for all categories for MLR and LDA methods.
Table (4.34) : Area under the Roc curve

Categories

Area ( MLR )

Area ( LDA )

Not Work

88.3 %

84.9 %

Paid Work

93.8%

89.1 %

Unpaid Family Member

87.1%

72%

Area of Models

89.7%

82%

Moreover the three ROC curves are displayed in Figure (4.1),(4.2) and (4.3) below to make the
comparison easier .

Figure(4.1) : ROC curve for the first category (Not Work)
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Figure (4.2) : ROC curve for the second category ( Paid Work)

Figure(4.3) : ROC curve for the third category (Unpaid Family Member)

The ROC curve of all the two statistical models have been drawn in the same graph. The
area under the ROC curve has also been computed for each category. Figures ( 4.1 ) to (4.3) can
clearly show that the ROC curve of the MLR is higher than the other model. This indicates The
MLR model provides classification for all categories with higher accuracy than LDA model .
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Chapter 5
Conclusion And Recommendation

5.1 Conclusion :
After defining child labor status in the previous chapter, and after applying MLR and LDA
statistical models on the 2004 child labor status according to the PCBS, to establish the best and
the most accurate model represents the best and the most accurate model represents the child
labor status data, and determine the main reasons of the child labor status in Palestine. The study
reaches to the following :
1- The majority of children are Not Work (96.1%) . While (2.7%) of children are unpaid
family member and the rest of children are Paid Work.
2- The variables Type of locality , Region , Attending School , Years of schooling for head
of house hold , Employment status for head of household , Industry group for head of
household , Place of Work for head of household , Labor Force Status for head of
household , Refugee status , Gender , Income and Age in both LDA and MLR are
significant .
3- To assess the accuracy of the two classification methods in predicting the working status
for child labor, Multinomial Logistic Regression gave accuracy in prediction is (96.2 %)
performs better than Linear Discriminant Analysis (73.2%).
4- By applying ROC curve technique to evaluate the accuracy of the two classification
methods in predicting the working status, MLR model is more accurate than DA in
classification method.
5- The variable ( attending school ) is one of the most important and effective variables that
affects child labor. This indicates how child labor negatively affects education.
6- The accuracy of LDA classification is higher than the accuracy of MLR classification for
small categories. LDA classifies two categories ( paid work , unpaid family member )
more accurately than MLR.
7- The accuracy of MLR classification is higher than the accuracy of LDA classification for
a large category ( Not Work ).
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5.2 Recommendations
1- Given to the fact that the last comprehensive statistical scanning in Palestine was in 2004,
the research recommends PCBS and others concerning this issue to apply anew Child
Labor Survey taking in account different variables and other life issues .
2- It is recommended to apply similar studies in Palestine to increase the accuracy of
classification and decrease error rate by adding other affecting variables .
3- Using (MLR) and DA in many fields such as education and health for its importance on
clarifying the effects of independent variables on the dependent variable
4- Appling new statistical models on the data of this research such as (ANN) and study it 's
effects in compare to the research results .
5- Raise societal awareness of this phenomenon, especially for Palestinian families and
make them aware of the danger child labor. It is important to achieve the role of official
institutions to achieve integration between legislative, judiciary and executive parties to
limit this phenomenon.
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